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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

national

bank

In it* new quarter* on Vain street, offers every
modern facility for depositors and investors.

4

per

Obnt. Int»r—t In

cut. Inf r—t

qi/j per

on

Savings Department.

balancwn of pyr >500

on

dSBMtti nubloct to chock.
SAFE

DEPOSIT

a O X E a

FOR

WENT.

We will Mil for you.
We will rent fox you.
We will buy for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

The Biton.
In bankruptcy—Geo 8 Hooper.
E C Osgood—Notice of foreclosure.
G T Holt—Eye specialist.
Union River Realty Co.
Admr notice—Est John B Stanley.
Emm* R Sargent.
™
B W
Austin-Poet cards.
C B Monaghan—New dancing class.
Stan wood—Photographer.
W R Parker Clothing Co.
O A Parcher—Apothecary.
A W Greely—Jeweler.
R C Hainea—Undertaking and furniture.
Ellswoeth Falls:
M M Moore—Cash prices.

SCHEDULE OP MAILS.

us and we will

call

at

wswosn rompvMa
In §gm Oct. A, 1908.
MAILS BBCUIVBD.

on

you immediately

PnoM WMT-74S a n; 4.M and AM p ss.
Peom Bast-11 J7 a m\ 12.06,6.66 and MJ#p
mail

C. W. & F. L MASON,

at

m.

roiNmoa

hr, 6.M andt p
Gomo Bast-4 JO a m; 4 snd 6J0 p m.
No Sunday mail.

Fine National Bank Bldg.,

a

m.

Buswobtb, Mi.

Mam Brain,

FOR

closes

Going Wssr—10.46, ll JO

Fifteen girls will give a dance at Odd
Fellows hall next Friday evening.

SAUK

H. W. Dann, Jr., is at home from Bates
college for the Thanksgiving recess.
Miss Eva and Donald Mayo were home
from Bueksport seminary for ThanksgivApply to C. W. A F. L. Mason.
ing.
Philip U. Sheridan council, Knights of
Columbus, will elect officers to-morrow
and Inaurance,
evening.

y 210 feet at lead meats as aouth aide sad at foot of Sea street. Nonbeast Harbor,
Maine. Tbts lat a< land Is oa the share and title (Iren to low'eatar mark.
Farm with baAdfags ni good repair. Acres fine sborrfrropertjr, CaittBlueblll/Me.

|
0.

W.

W»ail

TAP LET,

Able L. Friend haa returned from a s ueceesful hunting trip up river with a party
of friends.

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with good buildings—Two dwellings in town
—A mercantile property.
MAIN

ST.,

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

...

Howard H. Hooper haa gone to Berlin,
N. H., where he will be employed during
the winter.
The T. N. E. bridge whist club will meet
thia evening with Miss Annie L. Lord on
Bridge hill.

I JUST ORGANIZED
River

Union

Milton Beckwith was at home from Bantheological seminary for the Thanks-

gor

giving

recess.

Frank H. Reynolds has rented Mechanics
hall, and opened a moving picture and
specialty show.

Company

Realty

Robert King and Arthur Parcher were
home from Bowdoin college for the

Thanksgiving

I

present object of this company
is to purchase and develop Real
Estate in Ellsworth and vicinity.
If you
of

are

Tuesday evening.
Le Barre Bros.’ minstrels, with baud and
orchestra, will appear at Hancock hall
Monday evening, Dec. 7.
The social circle of the Baptist church
next

will be entertained at the vestry this
ing by Miss Cora Anderson.

interested in the prosperity

Ellsworth, and

in

recess.

The second in the series of private dancing assemblies at Society hall will be given

The

even-

Fred E. Doyle, of MiUinocket, spent
Thanksgiving with his parents, Daniol
Doyle and wife, in Ellsworth.

securing a home

of your own, look out for further par-

The ladies of the Unitarian church will
“presidential supper” at the Unitarian vestry this evening at 6 o’clock.
serve a

ticulars.

F. W. Billington has returned from a
several weeks with his daughter,
Mrs. Percy Halloran, in Annapolis, Md.

visit of

DIRECTORS

:

Sheriff-elect F. O. Silsby was in Ellsworth yesterday, going to Bar Harbor in
the afternoon, and returning here to-day.

Dr. C. P. Thomas,

Rev. B. F. Pembkr,
B. M. Kihstexn,

Monaghan’s dancing cliss for the fall
closed with an extra last Monday evening. A new class wiU be opened Friday,
Dec. 18.

Geo. H. Grant.

A. S. Crawford.

village improvement society win
give a dance Tuesday evening, Dec. 29,
Music by Pullen’s orat Hancock boll.
chestra, of Bangor.
Tbe

G. T. HOLT,
Eyesight Specialist,

Irene chapter, O. E. S., will elect officers
its regular meeting Friday evening. A
full attendance is desired. A picnic supper will be served at 8 o’clock.

|i

at

House, Ellsworth,

will be at the American

The Rebekah sewing circle is planning
for a sale of fancy articles and aprons, ta
be followed by a dance and snpper, at Odd
Fellows hall Friday evening, Dec. 11.

Monday, Dec. 7, until Saturday, Dec. 19.
CONSULTATION FREE.
Office HourB: 1 to 5 p. m.,

or

any time

District Superintendent H. B. Haskell is
in Boston this week attending the annual
convention of district superintendents of
tbe Methodist Episcopal church in New

England.

by appoint-

Hollis P. Grover, of Otis, and Miss
Helen V. Salisbury, of Inkewood, were
married at Ellsworth on Thanksgiving
Day, by Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of the Baptist church.

ment.
Indies preferring consultation at their residences, please notify
promptly answered.

me, and calls will he

....mew

Picture
Frames

The

•

Best

Ohrlstmas

present Is something
hr the home

HI

thing for the home is Uj
Noth- II
an Edison l’bonograph.
ing makes home so inviting and III
popular as this great and versa-

The beet

||

tile entertainer.

p

•

prices one-half cheaper
than elsewhere.

fall and See Samples

Eltajrorth,

Maine.

‘^♦leieiaeeieieieiaW

There will be a bearing before the State
railroad commissioners st Ellsworth Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, on tbe petition
for the laying oat of Davis street, which
crosses the railroad.
Dr. Harvard Qreely calls attention to
the fact that forty-nine years ago to-day
there was an Illumination in Ellsworth.
Because on that day John
What fort
Brown wts hung at Charlestown, Vs.

Ralph,

at

St an wood Studio,

Plans ere being made tor on amateur
minstrel show which it is proposed to pat
on about New Tear’s eve at Hancock hall.
The proceeds will be for the benefit of the
carnival fund.

of Chpt. John Kief, broke his
left wrist Friday afternoon. He woe helping to onload hay from a freight cor. Ris
hook slipped from a bale which he was
pulling from a car, and he fell backward,
doubling his wrist under him.

made to order in all sizes

$12.50

to

$60.00

I

Staples
Plano Jk Music Co.,
ninradk. lie.

lU

BlUWOCni FALLS.

COMING KVKHTB.

Mn. Fred Moody,. of Monroe, is the
guest of A. W. EUia and wife.
Leonard Jordan went to Solon Saturday.
He waa employed there several months

daring early

Sommer.

Bartlett L. Smith and wife and Miss
Doris Smith, of Smithville, are guests of
B. 8. JeUiaon and wife.

Arthur B. Mitchell came home from
A. Goodwin is home from Cherryfleld Saturday night, having flnata, and will remain a while. On his last ished work there for this season.
Earl Clark and wife, of Fort Kent, are
trip he hart his bard, and after leaving
port blood poisoning set in, and by the visiting ben for a few days with Mn.
time he arrived at New York the bind Clark’s parents, J. A. Austin and wife.
was in bad shape. Be wilt remain ashore
David A. Foster was home for the
antil the hand It healed.
Thanksgiving recess, returning to his
George B. and Walter L. Foster spent studies at the Unlvenity of Mains Monthanksgiving with their parents, L. D. day evening.
Mater and wile, in Ellsworth. Mrs.
Oscar Staples and wife ret anted SatarGeorge Poster, who with her two chil- day from a week’s visit at Kingman with
has
several
months
with Mr. their daughter, Mrs. Frank Moore and
dren,
spent
Phster’s parents hen, returned to Port- bar husband.
land with bar husband, and will keep
Fred Faraald cut his hand quite badly
heoee there.
while working in the miU here last week.
* special Business meeting of the KebekIt was found neoassary to remove apart
ab sewing club will be held at Odd Fel- of the first Anger.
lows hall, Tuesday, Dee. I, for tbe purpose
A. H. Carlisle and family have returned
of electing officers for the coming year. from
Green Lake, where Mr. Carlisle has
All present members, and all who wish to been at work for the
past month on the
become member*, are urged to be present
new road being buUt to the flsh hatchery.
at 2 p. m. sharp; also the committee
“Squire Judkin’s Apple Bee” wUl be
which was appointed Dec. 1.
given in the vestry this evening beginA Dutch carnival will be given by the
ning at 8 o’clock. Rehearsals have been
social circle of the Baptist church at the
held almost daily for the past two weeks,
vestry Wednesday and Thursday evenings, and it is expected that the entertainment
Dec. 16 and 17. The decorations of the
wUl be good. The prooeeds are to be debooths, the oostumes, etc., will be Dutch; voted to chare
j^work.
in Diet, the whole affair will be given a
Joseph Lyman and wife, of Brewer, are
Dutch flavor, and promises to furnish
of their daughter, Mrs. Hiram
something novel for the people of Ulls- gneats
Hamilton and family. Mr. Lyman on
wortb.
Monday went to East brook to renew old
Tbe fair of the ladies’ aid society of the
acquaintances and look over the ground
Methodist chorch will be given at Odd
where be spent his early boyhood days.
Fellows hall to-morrow evening. Many
His was accompanied by his grandson,
attractive features are arranged. The fair
George Hamilton. They returned Tueswill be known as a “merchant’s fair”, and
day.
the booths will represent different kinds
of stores—dry and fancy goods, confecNORTH ELLSWORTH.
tionery, bakery, grocery, Chinese launA
son was born to Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
etc.
dry,
E. Maddocks Monday, Nov. 23.
The entertainment and ball of the
E. K. Leach and wife returned to their
Dirigo club last Wednesday evening was
well attended. The entertainment in- home in Bangor Thursday alter several
cluded the farce, “Matrimonial Difficul- days with relatives.
Roland C. Austin and wife are receiving
ties,” songs, character sketches and musical specialties by George A. Fox and Frank congratulations on the birth of a daughand Dora Reynolds, moving pictures and ter, Friday, NoV. 27.
illustrated songs. The supper was served
Rev. Nelson Heeden and wife have
by J. H. Donovan. Monaghan’s orches- closed their home here and moved to
tra furnished music for dancing, in which Portland for the winter.
many participated.
Melvin McGown and daughter, Mrs.
farm buildings of William B. Hattie
The
Starkey, returned Saturday from a
Mitcoell ontheLimoine road were burned week's visit to his sons in
Carmel, and
at 2 o’clock Sunday morning. The Are evi- North
Bangor.
dently started around a chimney, which
There will be a chopping bee near
had burned out some hours before.
Mr.
Nicolin station Thursday, Dec. 3, for the
Mitchell was not feeling well, and Mrs.
benefit of the church. The ladies’ aid
Mitchell arose in the night to prepare
will serve a free picnic dinner at
for him, when she dis- society
some medicine
the camp parsonage lor the workers. It
covered tbe fire, which was burning
is hoped that all who can will attend
fiercely. There were no near neighbors,
with axes and lend a helping hand.
and Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell and their son
were the only persons at the fire.
UnasKilled Cow and Calf Moose.
sisted they got some of the household furGame Commissioner Carleton has reniture out of the buildings, but did not
ceived from Game Warden Herbert T.
remove it far enough from the fire, and it
in regard
was burned.
The horses and cow were Silsby, of Aurora, the particulars
of the cow moose whose
saved. Mr. Mitchell had a good set of to the killing
carcass was sent to Augusta Monday of
buildings, kept in good repair. Tbe hen
last week and was shipped to Boston Tueshouse was the only building not burned.
The loss is estimated at *3,600; insurance, day afternoon.
The name of the one who killed the cow
*2,200.
was not given, but it is understood that
the shooting was done by one of the
Complicated Pauper Case.
There was a hearing before Judge reputable citizens of the town. In his
John B. Redman in the Ellsworth message to Comipissioner Carleton. which
municipal court yesterday afternoon on was given over the telephone. Warden
complaint of the overseers of the poor of Silsby stated that the gentleman in quesEllsworth, asking for the deportation of tion was out hunting, and catching a
Mrs. Clara D. Buckmore on the ground glimpse through the bushes of an animal
that she was not a pauper resident of Ells- which he supposed to be a deer, took a
worth. E. J. Walsh appeared for the shot at it, but on making his way into the
overseers of the poor and E. F. Giles for
bushes to ascertain if he had killed his
the defense.
game, found that instead of killing a deer
Mrs. Buckmore came to Ellsworth in the animal slain was a cow moose. And
1892, and married William Buckmore. he further found that in addition to killEvidence waa produced to show that sbe ing the cow his bullet bad passed combad a husband, Horace Reynolds, living at pletely through her body and killed a calf
that time, from whom she had not been di- which had stood by her side.
The calf was cnt up and sold at Aurora,
vorced, so that the was not legally married
to Buckmore, and her pauper residence but the carcass of the cow was sent to
remained with her legal husband. She Augusta and from there was sent to Boswas married to Reynolds in Eynn, Maas., ton, as above stated.
and lived with him one or two years in
Bayside Grange.
Yarmonthville, when he deserted her and
Bayside grange held its regular meeting
went to Alton, N. H., where he died two
Not. 25, with a small attendance on acyears ago, having gained a pauper resicount of bad weather. The start on the
dence in New Hampshire.
hall hand was made by a present from SisBut there waa also a husband back of
ter Liasie Webber. 8. Scott Eatey was apReynolda-a man named Avery, to whom pointed representative to the State grange.
the woman, whose maiden name was Clara It was voted to hold meetings every WedThe election ol officers
D. White, was married in 1884. Mrs. nesday evening.
will take place Deo. 9.
Buckmore says he died two or three years
Alter grange the ladies made arrangebefore she married Reynolds, but official ments to organise a sewing society to
proof of his death waa not produced, and work lor the hall lund.
this left open the question of whe ther her
OMutUstuunta.
marriage to Reynolds waa legal.
On the evidence, Judge Redman decided
that Mrs. Buckmore bad not gained a
pauper residence in Ellsworth, but with
official proof of her legal marriage to Reynolds lacking, he did not feel justified in
issuing a warrant for her deportation, and
This reon this point reserved decision.
lieves the poor contractor, M. J. Drummey, of any future responsibility for the
care of Mrs. Buckmore, and throws the
case back upon the overseers of the poor
of Ellsworth, who will doubtless now
but small
Not
bring the matter before the governor and
council to have her declared a State pauper.
for the best.
Another feature of the case is that Mrs.
Buckmore has been receiving State aid as
Trade where you can make
the widow of William Buckmore, a soldier. If, as it appears, she was not legally
the most.
your dollar
married to Buckmore, she is not entitled to
State aid, and the State may take a hand
in her case.

Chpt. Sidney

Pnovinnivcn. R I;
Providence Brokerage Co.

We will certify the title.
We write all kinds of Insurance.
Write

City Marshal Brsnn recently received
• coon dog from the Booth trained to hunt
’coons and wildcats. With a party invading C. P. Dorr and H. W. Baynes he
(eft yesterday afternoon for Uneeda Best
camp, Green lake, for a ’coon and cat
knot.

*1.

»

Mary Holmes, Annie Lord, Bernioe Giles,
Muriel Davit, Beetle Joy, Grace King,
Ella Morang, Pialene'Foster, Both Goodwin, Annie Kingsbury, Ethel Brown.

son

The next regular meeting of Wm. H. H.
Rice relief corps will be held to-morrow,
at which ell officers and members ere requested to be present to transact important business. The corps will serve a
supper on Dee. 10 at G. A. R. hall.
The November committee of the Con-

gregational church will give an entertainment at the vestry next Wednesday evening, Dec. 9. The farce, “Engaging Janet,'’
will be presented, and there will be other
interesting features. The November committee is composed of Misses Lulu Eppes,

Bijou theatre—Moving platans altar*
and evening. Admission 10 oeute.
Wednesday, Dee. 8,« p. m., at Unitariaa
vestry—Presidential supper; S cents.
Wednesday evening, Deo. 2, at Union
church vestry, Ellsworth Palis -“Squire
Judkins’ Apple Bee,” by local talent. Ad*
mission, It and 20 cents.
Thursday, Deo. 6, at Odd Mlows hall—
Fair ot ladies’ aid society of Methodist
church.
Admission, 10 oents; children,
noon

6 cents.

Monday evening, Dee. 7, at Hancock
hall—La Barren minstrels.
Baserved seat
tickets on sale at Moore’s drag store.

Wednesday, Dee. 0, at OoogregstlnUal I
vestry—Entertainment by November obaa
1

mlttee.

Friday, Dec. 11, at Odd Mlows hall—
Fair of Bebekah sawing circle, followed
by dance and supper.

Money Deposited
IN

ON OB BEFORE
THE

Heatecea Notices.
Miss Stockbrldge will open room No. 7 in
the Manning block on Saturday, Dec. B, foi
her annual Christmas sale.

CASH

KOBE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

FIRST OF DECEMBER,

GOES ON INTEREST
AT THAT DATE.

NEW MARKET
Store

reseotly vacated by

Floyd Market on

Main St.

Native Beef
a

specialty.

Hfektst Priest paid for
Hides, Calf Skins,
Wool Skins and Wool

H. B. Phillips,
Ellsworth, Me.

Hot Water Bottles.
A NEW LOT JUST
RECEIVED—75 cents
to

$1.50.

G. A. Parcher,
Pharmacist,

Ellsworth,

New

Me.

*

*

Dancing Class

C. E. MONAGHAN

dancing class at
SOCIETY HALL,
FRIDAY EVENING, DEC. IS.

will open

new

Particular attention paid to
round dances. Public invited.
Daaciai

caaacaccs

at 8 o’clock okarp.

Taxes for

1908.

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE.
The Assessors ot the City of Ellsworth
have committed to me the Tax bills foe
1908, and by vote of the Alderman I am directed to charge interest on all taxes of
1908 at the rate of % of 1 per cent a month
from Ang. 1 to date ot payment.
Taxes on Real Estate not paid before
Dec. 21,1908, will be advertised and sold.
The names of all delinquent Tax-payera
and the amount due will be printed in the
City Report, by Act of last Legislature.
J. B. Brksnahan,
Collector of Taxes.

Cash.

M. M. MOORE,

THE

HIM any SNIS SINK

Cheap for

buy

1

Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Deo.
16 and 17, at Baptist vestry—Dutch carat*
val under auspioea of social circle. Ad*
mission, 10 cents.

_

cheap goods
prices

:

Call at the stuido of

B.
:

IT,

JOY,

lor PHOTOS of the popular
styles and the latest novetties hi mounts.
Headquarters (or amateurs
MAIN

ST., ELL8WORTH

Now 8elect Your Ferns
BOSTON FERN8,
WHITMAN FERNS.
Small Ferns for Table Dae. All ihu
and most beautiful Ferns ai

newest

The Ellsworth Greenhouse.

Prayer Meeting Topic

Topic.—Commending
society.—VI.
By consistent living.—Jas. lit, 10-18. Consecration meeting.
Profession without possession is a
fashion in religion os well as In every
other relation in life. The man who
professes to be a Christian and whose
life is inconsistent does intolerable
harm both to himself and to others.
Be harms himself, for if the counterfeit is of any value to him the reality
Would be of much greater value, and
When it comes to religion God's grace
Is free and accessible to all. and it is
aren easier to be a true Christian than
The ina false professor of religion.
consistent Christian also harms others,
there is perhaps no greater stumbling
block In the way of unsaved men who
really want to be saved than the inconsistencies of the many who profess
to be Christians. It should not be so.
Who would
hot nevertheless it Is.
Judge a physician by a patient who
only pretended to take his medicine,
hot really did not do so? Who would
lodge a lawyer by a client who onlypretended to follow the counsel he had
given? Why shonid men, then, judge
Christianity on a different basis? Look
at the Christ, who was sinless! Behold
the multitudes of Christians who in
mite of all the temptations of life do
possess the Christ spirit and live a
If men
consistent Christian life!
would do this they would be dealing
honestly with Christianity, judging it
by the real coin instead of by the
But all inconsistency Is
counterfeit.
Inconsistent judgnot In the church.
ment Is no better than an inconsistent
life, and yet many will doubt or deny
the power of real Christianity because
they kDow some inconsistent Christians. not realizing their own Inconsistency In so doing.
After all, though, consistent Christian living is invaluable. It is invaluable to ourselves. If we do not live
up to what we confess, it is absolute
proof that our confession is false. If
consciously and knowingly we engage
In a sinful life, we must know in our
own hearts that we have only the
form and not the power of religion.
But what Is the form without the
reality ( What is the shadow without the substance? For our own sakes
let ns examine ourselves and see If by
a changed life we can prove that our
hearts have been really changed by the
power of the Holy Ghost. James well
•ays that a sweet fountain canuot send
forth bitter water, nor a flg tree liear
our

olives,

nor

a

grapevine figs.

A consistent Christiun life on the
part of professing Christians is invaluable to all with whom we come in
contact in life.
Men may not read the
Bible, but they read us. They may
know little about Christ first band, but
they will get their conceptions of Him
through ns. "We are living epistles
known and read of all men.”
And
what do they read in us. in our daily
life, our speech, our actions? I>o they
read that we "have been with Jesus,"
or do they read a misrepresentation of
Christ that keeps them from finding
the real Christ?
BIBI.E

READINGS.

Prov. xxll. 1; Ecel. xii, 13, 14; Isa. 1.
1-4; Matt, vi, 1-8; vii, 1-5: John Iv, 24;
Acts il, 43-47; Matt, vii, 15-20; II Cor.
Ill, 1-6.
Our Missions to ths Young.
Christian Endeavor has a mission, a
many sided mission, to the young people of America and of the world. One
prominent feature in that mission is
Ita educational value.
The ancient
Greek idea of education was to produce a man of wisdom and a man of
action, and Christian Endeavor is doSpg both. Phoenix says of the education of Achilles:
In all this 1 was set by him to Instruct
thee

as

That thou
Not

my

son.

znightst speak

when speech
was tit and do what should be done,
sit as dumb for want of words, Idle
for skill to move.

Now.

modern institution has done
Christian Endeavor for developing the power of speech “when
speech is fit" nor for organizing activity in all spheres of life. A new vision
of utility is forming itself for us in
our civic relationships, and the Patriots’ league is as a cloud the size of
a man's hand, destined to grow, however, until the whole sky be covered.
Christian Endeavor is going to write
this ideal upon the hearts of Its 4,000,000 members and in a decade or
two will help to flood the country and
Bll the polling liooths with men—and
women, for their suffrage is coming—
that will fight graft and injustice with
all the energy and strength of Christian righteousness and fair play and
brotherhood.—lilpple in Christian Endeavor World.
•o

no

much

as

He Said "Can."

Secretary Hubbell in tbe Ohio Enleavorer gives tbe following account
•f an Endeavoter that “gingered up:’’
A short time since a young person
tamed Davis took charge of the Sum
The Euken Congregational church.
leavor society numbered ten aud was
Some folks
Inanlmously feminine.
laid “You can't.” Mr. Davis sized up,
kut did not give up. the situation. He
lid not say “I can’’ or “Yon can.” but
le did say “We caul”
And they can-ned so optimistically
(hat they have secured forty new memjers, twenty-five of them young men.
in the lives of some a radical trauxbr mat ion hits taken place. The faithful pastor is rewarded by an active so:iety of fifty, aud they are after twenly-flve more members.
Peruse ye postscript preachment: “it
it always pays
■ever pays to give up.
to

’ginger up.’

Gives Edge.
The pledge gives edge to EndeavorBg^-Chrlstlan Endeavor World.

BT

EDITED

For the Week

Beginning Dec. 6, 1908.
By REV. S. H. IJOYLE.

nOontiiniunuk

mutual Benefit Column.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

.AS®

"ACBT BADGE".

5

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Its Motto:

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is far the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
a medium for the Information and

suggestion,

Pomona

Tub ambbicah.
Ellsworth, Me.
woman

women

Pinkham:
I was practically

It is a more familiar place;
A home unhart by sighs or tears,
Where waiteth many a well-known face.
With passing months it comes more near.
It grows more real day by day;
Not strange or cold, but very dear—
The glad homeland not far away.
Where none are sick, or poor, or lone.
The place where we shall find our own.
And as we think of all we knew
Who there have met^to part^no more,
Onr longing hearts desire home, too,
Writh all the^strife.and trouble o'er.
—Robert Browning.

an Invalid for six
on acoount of female troubles.
I underwent an operation by tha
doctor * advice, but in a few month* I
A friend adwaa von* than before.
viaed Lydia E. Pinkham’* Vegetable
reatored
and
it
Compound
metoparfect
health, *uch aa I have not enjoyed in
many year*. Any woman Buffering aa
1 did with backache, bearing-down
pains, and periodic palna,shonld not fail
to uae Lydia & Pinkham’* Vagetable

years,

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink-

Thanksgiving evening 1 spent, as it ham’s Vegetable Compound, mads
several hours with you all, for 1 from roots and herbs, has been the
found it necessary to assort, remove and standard remedy for female ills,
dispose of some of the *many letters with and has positively cured thousands of
which my desk was crowded, and many of women who have been troubled with
your letters I felt I must read again, some displacements, inflammation, ulceraof them dating back to 1900. 1 would tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
have liked to have read each one.
periodic pains, backache, that bearAmong many others which will be pre- mg-down feeling, flatulency, indigesserved, 1 came to those written me by Ego tion, dizziness or nervous prostration.
and Flossie, and two or three kind holi- Why don’t you try it ?
day greetings from Mrs. 'Day, and in her
Mrs. Pinkham Invites all sick
memory, in association with others of our women to write her for advice.
nnmber who have gone* from ns, 1 have She
has guided thousands to
placed a poem selected by Aunt Emma at health. Address, Lynn, Maas.
were,

Follow-

ing Thanksgiving, the time of home weigh it, prepare a syrup ;one-half pound of
gathering in this'present existence, I have sugar to a pound of pumpkin), cook it till it is
Lemon improves it.
chosen for use “The gathering place”, of clear and transparent.
the Beyond, “Where waiteth many a well- The role is one pound, bnt I don't know as it
is better.
Borne families always like gravy with potatoes, and do not always have meat and cannot
afford butter. Buy Armour's extract of beef,
make your gravy with water, thicken and salt
it, then put in a teaspoonful or less of the extract. and it will taste like roast meat.
Grandma G.

face.”

In all the years 1 had known Mrs. Day,
memoriesjgo back to childhood.
I cannot recall any time that her greeting
was not cordial andj.cheerful.
She was
possessed of much energy and, with
natural ability to plan and accomplish results, whatever she became interested in
and gave herself to, was sure to succeed.
Her courage was wonderful in the days
and these

_

a
week’s thought-calendar.
“Give Jle One Goo t Thought a Day.**

and

Thursday.
indestructibly the good grows and
propagates itself, even among tne weedy
entanglements of evil!— Carlyle.
Friday.
How

We are living out these lives of ours too
much apart from God. We toil on dismally,
as if the making or the marring of our destinies rested wholly with ourselves.—Rev.
William R. Huntiagt -n.

These words
“Kind words can never die.”
have been repeating themselves over and over
in my mind since 1 read of the death of our
dear Mrs. Day, and are a most fitting reminder
of our last meeting, yes, and parting, and the
kind words she said to me when we were all
together at onr M. B. picnic, and will remain
with me and be a pleasant memory.
And
though our hearts are sad when we think she
who has always met in our gatherings, will
never again meet with ns, yet 1 doubt not
there are many pleasant, memories that come
to ns all in connection with her help in the
column as well as the pleasant intercourse we
have enjoyed with her at our gatherings, that
will not soon be forgotten, and the passage of
scripture: “She being dead, yet speaketh” is
a most fitting tribute to her memory.
Our sincere sympathy is extended ^to the
husband whose face has
g^own familiar by
his meeting with us, also to the other mournfind
ones.
comfort in the
May
they
ing
thought—she is not lost, but only gone on befnrP.

ft. .7

Faster the race is run
As one by one
Our selfish handicaps'we fling.
—Edurard Everett Hale.

Sunday.
He that is with the King is not alone, though
forsaken of all others. He on whom the sun
shines is not without light, though all his
candles are pot oat. If God be our God, He is
our all.—Richard Baxter.

Monday.
good to have money, and the things that
it’s good, too, to check np
can
but
money
buy,
once in a while, and make sore you haven't
lost the things that money can’t buy.—George
It’s

hVik.
j,!!’

East Bluehill grange held its regular ary S to 29. Tuition is free.
meeting Saturday evening, Nov. 28. There
The official rot* of Maine at
the recent
were thirty-eight member* and one vispresidential election was as follow,: d!
itor present.
The program consisted of publican,
M.987; democrat, 35,403- mc^i
readings and music. Neat Saturday even- iat, 1,758; prohibition, 1,487;
independent''*
ing offleerr will be elected and a large at- 700. Taft’s plurality was 31,584.
tendance is desired.
Harry Nadeau, of Old Town, *u nrl
over and instantly killed
by an electric!,
OBBBHWOOD, BASTBBOOB.
in that city Friday night.
Nsdeso c*Z
Greenwood grange mat Nov. 28, with all
out of a dark allev
into mZ
oflkera present except treasurer and Ore*. suddenly
street and (tapped in front of
the
The first and second degrees were worked
which was going at moderate
speed H*
on two candidates. A abort literary proleaves a widow and Ore children.
gram waa given, as lollows: Story, W.
Jordan; reading, Preston Williams; music,
Bessie Wilbur; song, Vivian Lawrie; coOOULDSBOKO.
nundrums, Earl Giles. At the next meetThere was a dance at Bsyview
tan
ing officer* will be elected. All members Thanksgiving night. It was
well u.
are requested to be present.
tended.
Miss Mildred CoIBn, who has been
emat Northeast Harbor ..nee
April, is
at home for the winter.

johb Donrrr, svllivah.

At the last regular meeting of John
Dority grange, Nov. 27, fifty-five member* were present, and several visitor*.
The third and fourth degrees were conferred on a class of five ladies, after which
A short proa harvest supper was served.
gram of songs and recitation* was given.
The grange has purchased a piece of land
on which to build a stable, and work will
be at once begun on tbe building.

ployed

Miss Mildred Rice, of Birch
Harbor
and Thurlow Young, of this
Pi«ce, wen
married Wednesday evening. Nov. a.

|

|

Her. E. 8. Drew, of W inter
Harbor,
preached la the Methodist church hem
id
with
the pastor Mr.
exchange
Sunday,
Keyes.
Nor. SO.

Tuesday.
If I can pat one loach of a rosy sunset into
the life of any man or woman, I shall feel that
I have worked with God.—George McDonald.

Country Breakfasts.
busy country woman felt that a great
drawback to entertaining was the breakSbe disliked to call her
fast problem.
A

guests to breakfast at the bleak hoar of
six or six-thirty, but neither did sbe feel
that she could ask the maid to serve a
second breakfast. However, she deviaed a
When yon stand at a sorrowful bit of the road.
successful scheme by which break fast was
And a band you loved has loosed its clasp;
made tbe easiest meal of the day.
When streams are dry that in sweetness flowed
The family ate their breakfast at the
And flowers drop from your listless grasp:
customary hour of six-thirty. Then the
E’en now take heart, for further on
There are hope and joy and the dawn of the table was cleared and reset. Some flowers,
fresh from the garden, with the morning
day,
dew etill on them, decorated the table.
You shall find again what you thought was
A dish of berries or of seasonable fruit
gone.
was left on tbe
table—also the bread.
Cream and butter were left ready in the
We are much pleased to hear from you,
ice-box, the cereal put on the stove to
Grandma G
and we all appreciate your keep hot, tbe coffee poured off tbe grounds
(for it was discovered it would lose none of
letters.
its flavor were this done), and a dish of
Dear Aunt Madge and Sietere:
fresh eggs were
put by on a stand, ready
I have long thought of writing to our beto be cooked. (Thia menu is one which
loved column, but for various causes put it satieties almost
every one.)
off. I suppose you all are preparing for winThen the hostess left tbe rest to tbe
ter, but are you preparing for the winter of guests themselves, aud went about ber
life—old age and if so, with a treasure laid up morning duties. The visitors cau.e in for
‘•where moth doth net corrupt nor thieves breakfast whenever they pleased, found
break through nor steal”?
If not, do not everything ready, except for the serving
of the cereal and the cooking of the eggs.
neglect or put it off, but attend to it now. It All
the novelty and freedom of
enjoyed
is a great blessing to enjoy this life with these
informal meats, and it was discovfriends and privileges, but there will be a day
ered tbst the men were as deft ae the
women in getting their own breakfaate
when a separation will come. Then to join
and enjoyed it as much.—Harper’s Bazar.
friends
onr Saviour in a world far better
sag
—what a happy translation we shall have!
I had a splendid friendly letter from bister
Quit your whining—nobody's listenB. a while
Do
of

jg!,

9

flirt irUfrauntB.

For

an

interest-

Lame
Back

tbe “old men" and “old women" in tbe
grange, and then there will be one between the young people. The beaten side
will furnish a treat tor the w inning perty.
At the next meeting the election of officers
will be in order.
ARBITI'S, SIRRY.
Friday evening with
a good attendance, with visitors from Eddington, Franklin and Queen City granges.
Three candidates were elected and two apArbutus grange met

plications

were

received.

A dime

supper

during ievens.
At the next meeting the first and second
degrees will be worked and officers elected.
A full attendance is desired. The meeting
was

will

7.30,

ser.ed

An

aching
application of

be called to order at 8.30 instead of
time.
MARIAYIIXK.

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening, Nov. 28, with thirty-two members
and four visitors. One candidate was instructed in the first and second degrees.
During recess games were played, after
which a fine program was well rendered.
The work being done on the hail was re-

ported favorably.
The second Saturday in December officers will be elected.
Many good suggestions were offered by the members, and
a
fine
treat
was enjoyed.
during recess
SKDOWIC2.

Children’s night was observed by Sedgwick grange Nov. 27, with a good attendAfter usual business, the lecturer
ance.

following
interesting
presented the
Thanksgiving program: Song, children;
“The
or
the
Boy
Turkey,”
recitation,
Forrest Cloeson; recitation, “Who Gave Us
Dinner?"
our
Evelyn
Thanksgiving
Hutchings; song, children; recitation,
Florence
“Tom’s Thanksgiving,”
Allen;
recitation, “The First Thanksgiving,”
Cora Carter; recitation, “The Hero,”
Robert Alien; song, Florence Allen; recitation, “How to be Thankfnl,” Dwight
Staples; essay, Virginia M. Allen: motion
song, “Dance of the Daisies,” Florence

back is instantly relieved
Sloan’s Liniment.

by

an

This liniment takes the place of massage and
is better than sticky plasters. It penetrates—
without rubbing—through the skin and muscular tissue right to the bone, quickens the blood,
relieves congestion, and gives permanent as
[well as temporary relief.

the usual

Sloan’s
Liniment

Horace Lorimer.

V

dairying

general agriculture wUl be given
college of agricultnre of the Universit.
Maine during the four weeks
from

gear BLVBHILL.

Saturday.

Dear Aunt Madge:
How anxiously we have all watched for news
of dear Day- This morning, as I opened the
paper it told the sad story that she had joined
those of our ranks on the other shore. Our
sympathy goes out to the bereaved husband
and son. She will be!missed not by us alone
but by a very large circle of fellow-workers in
the different walks of life. A busy life has
N
ended.
Dell.

t™**

ELL*WORTH.

Harvest Home grange beld

j

»-K5

.k,„”

Ureen

Dority

■—•-•

John Horsy Oibson, one of
the i—.
known lumbermen of the
Kennebec™
Icy, died Sunday at his home in
Mr. Oibson had been
engaged
operations nearly aU hi* life.
The short winter course in

ing meeting Nov. 28, with thirty in attendance; one visitor from Aiamoosook
grange. A contest is being beld between

Wednesday.

welcome to
her own home, and in the hearts of those
in other places who were glad to meet her
in their own homes and at many places of
mutual interest and enjoyment. Many
friends sympathize with the husband and
son in their loneliness.
serve

John

BARVKtrr HOME, WERT

Many of God's people wonder why they ar_j
poor, but they should look at things from
God’s standpoint. Maybe we are poor be- j
cause God prefers to give us something more
valuable than material good; spiritual good*.
—Methodist Recorder.

upon her.
Very many will miss her; 9he will live
long in the affections and memories of
came

those she loved to

Meeting of

Penobscot grange met Friday evening,
Nov. 27, Past Master B. H. Cushman filling the chair in the a been os of W. M.
Leach. About thirty members ware preaent and a very enjoyable evening was
spent. County Deputy Mary Burrill was
present, and made tbe annual examination of tbe secretary’s books, finding all
in good condition.
A abort program was presented, consisting of a reading by Laura Leach, a recitation by Haxel Dunbar, and tbe following
question: “Should we clean bouse thoroughly twice a year?" Tbe question was
opened by Sister Una Bridges, followed
by Sister Mary Varnum, alter which it
was taken up and ably discussed by the
After a long recess, Worthy
grange.
Deputy Burrill made a few remarks for
the good of the order, followed by Bro.
Burrill and others.
Next Friday evening is the annual election ot officers, and a large attendance is
earnestly desired.

Compound.”

Dear Mutuals:

when weakness

—

MOntTAIH VIEW, WEST EDBW.
The regular meeting of Mountain View
grange was held Friday evening, Nov. 27,
with eighty-two patrona preaent. Including twenty-two visitor* from Nay View.
After business the Initiatory degree was
conferred on three candidates and the
second ob six. Unring the lecturer’s hoar
there were readings, tableaux and music.
At the next regular meeting the election
of officer* will take place.
Mountain View grange la planning to
give the drama, “MUlia,” this winter, the
proceeds for ths grange hail.

says that ilek
should not fall to try
Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound as she did.
Mrs. A. Gregory, of 2355 Lawrence
St, Denver, CoL, writes to Mrs.
This

THB GATHBBING PLACE.

Life changes all our thoughts of heaven.
At first we think of streets of gold.
Of gates of pearl and£dazzling light.
Of shining wings and robes of white.
And things all strange to mortal sight.
But in the afterward of years

known

11

Mountain Pomona with
grange, Sullivan.

to

of this week’s column.

The regular meeting ol Maeaapaqna
waa held
Nov. 3S, with a bent
twenty-live present. At recess aupper was
served.
Tbe worthy lecturer presented
her usually line program ol reading* by a
doaen members ol the grange. The question under discussion waa: “Which is more
profitable to buy. Iced or fertiliser.” For
good of the order there was a reading by
tbe worthy master.

Arbutns grange,

”•

Jamas F. Aldrich, of LUtl*
Fail* m v
a member of the freshman
dess n. (k2
UnivaraU.T o,
"*
Paafaaw lake, Thursday, while

grange

Mooting ot Hancock

with

grange

Surry.
Friday, Dec.

rS£iw-

If AflBAPAQVA, SOUTH BLVBHILL.

DATES.
—

KITTKRY TO CABIBOU

made candle* and corn ball* were served
and a social time was enjoyed.

reason.

Friday, Dec. 11

writer will not be printed except by permission
Communications will be subject to approve lor
rejection by Abe editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

the head

This solms is devoted la the Oru|s, especially to the grange* of Hancock county.
The eolom^ Is opes to all grangers for the
discussion of topics ot gsasial Interest, and
for reports ot grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All coasmanlcatlons must
be signed, bat names m ill not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

good

terchange of ideas. In this capacity It solicits
communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of

all communications

Alton and Dorothy Goto; recitation, Harold
Staple*; recitation, Leman McPbetera;
song by all. Alter the program home-

3lmong tljt Granger*.

I
has

equal

no

as

a

remedy

Rheumatism, Neuralgia,

pain or
joints.

for

or

any
stiffness in the muscles

or

Price 28c.,

Dr. Earl S.

80c, end $1.00.

Sloan, Boston, Mau., U S. A.

8Iom‘» book—fco«»—.

uellle. »fc«ep eed pnallry —«tr—.

_

ago.

any

the sisters make

ing.

pumpkin preserves? They are nice. Take a
common pumpkin,
prepare as for stewing,

A young man who was particular about bis
wrote a note to the washerwoman
and one to bis sweetheart, and accidentally
got them into tbe wrong envelopes. The'
washerwoman got her invitation for a
drive, and is busy showing it, wbile his
sweetheart got tbe sarcastic note, which
read: “If you crumple my shirt bosom
like you hive been doing, 1 will try someone else.’’
The girl has been crying ever
since, wbile the washerwoman is jubilant
and prepared for a drive.

laundry

•lOO Reward, BIOO.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at leasi one dreaded disease
that science has been able to cure in dll its
stages, and that is Catarrh. Ban's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cme now known to
the medical fraternitv. Catarrh, being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
roncous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease and
giving the patient strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much faith in
its curative powers that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
bend for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Bold by Druggists. 75c.
Take Hairs Family Pills for constipation.

j

!

Foley's Orino

Laxative

cures

chronic

con-

stipation and stimulates the liver. Orino
regulates the bowels so thry will act naturutlj
cud you do not have to take purgatives continuously. O. A. Psacnna.
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htoninoton.
B. S., will elect offiJuanita chapter, O.
cers Dec. 3.

alter a vacation
The schools open to-day
0[ two weeks.
last week from a
Allen Mills returned

trip to Oklobome.

tery, Mrs. Baker has the sympathy ot
her many friends here in

ROAD IMPROVEMENT.

her bereave-

ment.

PROBLEMS

C. C. Wood and wife.
P. Warren and son have
Frank
Mrs.
for the winter.
gone to Denver, Col.,
New
Florian Small, who has been In
on business, arrived home Saturday.

parents,

The district deputy, Mrs. Burrlll, of
was in town Friday to
inspect
Penobscot grange.

Dedham,

Mrs. John Gray, of Blnehill, has been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. F. W.
Bowden, the past week.

York

Schooners L. T. Whitmore and Ira B.
with
Elms sailed for New York Thursday,
stone.
been on a trip to
•lioy E. Fifleld, who haa
this
Bar Harbor and vicinity, returned
week.
Henry Arey and wile are at Waterville
visiting their son, who is at the classical

institute.
Capt. W. L. Greenlaw and Fred A. Torare installing gas-lighting plants in

his home here for the winter.

All the students from here who attend the seminary at Bucksport and the
academy at Bluehill, spent the Thanks-

giving

recess

The many friends ot Mrs. C. K. Bridges
will be glad to learn that she is able to be
out, after being in the house several weeks
with a badly sprained ankle.
from
with
will
win-

Arthur Stantial and wife, of Dexter,
were in town a few days last week, visitny
ing John L. Wardwell and wife. Mrs.
their houses.
dtantial was Miss Goldie Bridges, of this
Capt. Fred P. Weed and wife,' who have place. Their wedding took piece at Belbeen stopping at the Ocean View house, fast last Monday. Their many friends
have returned home.

bets extend

Arthur D. Smith and wife, who have
been spending two weeks with friends in
Portland, are home.
Work is booming at the Ryan-Parker
Construction Co.'s quarry.
They have
night and day gangs.
Miss Belma

Simpson

earns

Saturday

The funeral of Alonzo Dunham was held
on Sunday.
Mr. Dunham was working at
the Benvenue quarry. A rope caught
around his neck, a guy slipped, and his
■ock was broken. He died instantly.
Mr. Dunham leaves a wife, one sister and
a brother.
Nihil.
Nov. 30.
_

PENOBSCOT.
Arthur Perkins
business.

was

in

Bangor Monday

on

Miss Bisset, of Bluehlll, has been visiting relatives here the past week.
Dr. A. E. Sprague and wile have returned
to their home in Booth bay Harbor.
Cyrus K. Bridget hat returned from a
trip through the northern part of Maine.
Charles Wardwell, of East Bluehill, was
iu town Sunday visiting his father, who
is Ul.
The body ot Charles Baker, husband of
Aurelia Baker, formerly of Jhis place, was
brought from Lewiston Saturday for interment in the family lot at Bayview ceroe-

Hbbcrtistmrnla.

CURES CATARRH.
E. G. Moore Will Furnish the Medicine
Free io Every Case Where They Fail

BUILDING

congratulations,

A quiet wedding tools place at the hom«
ot the Baptist minister, Rev. Mr. Young,
Saturday evening, Bov. 28, when Miss
Nells Wardwell, only daughter of Seymour
and Archibold
Wardwell and wife,
Bridges, only son of William Bridges,
were marriel.
They have the best wishes
of their many friends for a long and proshighways.

from Lewiston, where'she haa been the
perous wedded life.
guest of Mrs. John L. Hoopir.
There was a special meeting of PenobMias Nettle Buckminster, of the postoffice, is in Portland, where she was sum- scot chapter, O. E. 8., at Masonic hall,
moned by the death of her sister.
Saturday evening, Nov. 28. The degree*
were conferred upon two candidates, after
who
Laura
Mix
ureentaw,
spent
which cake, coffee, oranges and grapes
Thanksgiving week with her parents, rewere served. A large number was presturned to Shaw business cpllege Monday.
and an especially pleasant time was
ent,
John Stanley, who has been'mate ot the
by all. Saturday evening, Dec.
enjoyed
Mineola the past summer, has gone to
the annual meeting and election of offi6,
Haverhill, Mass., where be will be em- cers will be held. It is hoped that a large
ployed for the winter.
number will be present.
The Clover club of young ladies of the
The wedding of Miss Cecil Hutchins,
held
a
church
progressive
Congregational
daughter of Prank Hutchins and wife, to
A
in
hall
on
the
evening.
Saturday
supper
Theodore Perkins, both of this place, took
goodly sum ot money was taken.
place at the bride’s home, Wednesday
The following vessels have chartered to evening, Nov. 2f>. The two immediate famiload st'one for New York: brig Adier and lies witnessed the ceremony. The bride
schooner Samuel Hubbard, random stone looked charming in a dainty dress of white
fromOreen island; schooner John Max- mouseline with vat trimmings. They were
well, random stone from the John L. Goss attended by Miss Zellna Hutchins, sister
quarry.
of the bride, and Newell Perkins, brother
Most ot the liquor seized by Deputy of the groom. Rev. Mr. Hanscom, of the
Sheriff Eaton Nov. 10 has been claimed Methodist church at Castine, performed
by the owners. A truck team loaded with the ceremony in an impressive manner.
left Saturday for
Italians went to the house of the sheriff The happy couple
Bridgewater. Mass., where they will rewith their orders, and returned in a happy side.
They nave the best wishes of a host

frame of mind with “their beer”.

OP

belief that in some of the more scientific
Spraying highways with such materials
branches of highway construction the
after science has been called to the aid of
United States has nothing to learn from
the highway builder, has a tendency to
the older nations, though he was willing
the solidity of the roads and preto concede that those countries surpass preserve
vent the formation of dust; and England
this to an amazing degree in the percenthas made such progress in this branch of
age of improved road mileage and in the
road study that many miles of suburban
jealous care with which their splendid
roads are as free from the disease-breeding
highways are maintained.
dust nuisance as the best kept streets of
Among the many things which especithe principal cities of the world.
ally impressed Mr. Page during this
So Arm are the highway scientists In the
European trip were the methods for regu- demand that these conditions not
merely
lating automobile traffic in Franoe and maintain bnt
improve, that the Arat Aght
England; the belief of a majority of the
against the horse has been taken np by
delegates to the roads congress that the the antomobilists. When the motorcar
automobile running at average apeed
to come into use, the teaming inis not detrimental to highways; the began
terest* Of thf world were strong. They besplendor of French hospitality; the
rated the automobile in unmeasured
discovery that many miles of vary
terms; said that it was a menace to the
in
have
satisfactory highways
England
and to the hone; that it endanbeen constructed by mixing limestone public
life and limb; in fact advanced every
gered
and granite after the methods set forth
it that from time imin publications issued through the United argument against
memorial has been advanoed against the
States office of public roads, and the
advent of every great invention or civilizamusing discussion now being carried on
ing influence.
by English autombilists against hone
AUTO VS. HORSE.
traffic in city streets and upon suburban

at home.

Mrs. Lucy Patten has returned
Castine, and is spending a few days
her daughter, Mrs. Otis Leach. Bhe
soon go to loran, Mass., to spend the
ter with her daughter.

roads ia attended to with the utmost care,

AND and (or that reason the highways are invariably in such splendid condition that
MAINTENANCE.
they excite the envy of American visitors.
Prior to his arrival at Paris, Mr. Page
AN INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS DISspent some days in England in the comCUSSING THEM—EFFECT OF AUTOpany of some of the famons highway enMOBILE TRAFFIC ON ROADS.
gineers ol the empire, examining roads
belief that
Logan Waller Page, director ol the ofBce throughout England. It is his
of public roads of the United States de- England has arrived as near to the solution of dustless roads—the present day
partment of agriculture, who was named
of all highway engineers—as any
by President Roosevelt as head of the problem
American commission to the recent inter- nation. Her engineers have given the use
of bituminous materials for
spraying
national roads congress at Paris, returned
macadam roads the utmost thought and
to Washington a few days
firm
in
the
ago,
care.

Mrs. B. U. Cushman has been confined
to the house the past week with a slight
illness.

is in Camden, the
Miss Annie Thurlow
Addison Young.
Gapt. E. F. Hellers has sold his vessel,
guest of Mrs.
is visiting the Clara and Mabel, and has returned to
Miss Marv Wood, of Castine,

her

France than can be and are built in this ping reckless driving and the officers
country; but the maintaining of these responsible for their enforcement are not

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU 09 ROADS.

restricted as are American officials. No
speed limit provisions are incorporated in
the laws of France or England. If in the
judgment of an officer, a motor car driver
is reckless even if proceeding at less than
eight miles an hour, he is subject to arrest. If, on the other hand, be is proceeding at express speed on a broad thoroughfare, free from other traffic, and is not endangering the lives or the property of
ethers, he is well within his rights and
may not be interfered with.

Neglect or pessimism we believe is the
greatest enemy the public have to contend
with when applied to the.loss or recovery
of health. Practically every case of consumption might have been cured if hope
bad been maintained and proper treatment
had been resorted to at the first symptom
of the disease. Until the advanced stage
is reached, consumption is curable. Catarrh is responsible, we believe, for every
esse of consumption.
It is about Catarrh
we want to talk to you to-day, incidentally consumption, since the two are so
closely allied.
We have a medicine made from the preemption of one of the most successful
catarrh specialists known. This medicine
has a record of 88 per cent, of cures, and
we befieve it is
positively without an
We are so satisfied that we are
equal.
right that we will supply the medicine
free in every instance where it is used according to directions for a reasonable
length of time and fails to care and give
satiafaction in every particular. We want
everyone in Ellsworth to try this medicine
at our riak.
There are no conditions or
formality attached to our offer. We pat
the user under no obligation to us what-

ever.

The medicine we want you to try is
He**11 Mucu-Tone. It is a catarrh remedy
that goes direct to the seat of trouble. It
ia carried by th-> blood to every part of the
It seeks out and destroys the
•yatem.
germs or parasites which cause Catarrh.
It purifies and enriches the blood, tones
up the muco-cells, soothes and basis the
tissues that wars ravaged by the catarrhal
paraaita, and brings about a condition of
health and strength that prevents the
germs of consumption from ever getting a
■tart. Uesidea this, Rexsll Mucu-Tone is
• wonderful appetizer, digestive aid and
fiesb builder.
Its good effects are felt
from the very first dose. It is one of the
largest and moat satisfactory selling medicines that we have ever had anything to do
with. We know so much of the great
good that it has done that we personally
Back it op with oorieputation and money,
which fact should be ample guarantee to

satisfy anybody.

Besall Mucu-Tone comes in two sizes,
!S0o and 11.11. We urge yoo to try it. E.
Q. Moore, oor. opp. postoffioe.

When Women
Suffer Headache

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth.
Butter.

Creamery per a.35 440
Dairy.23332
■gge.
Trash laid, per dos.
45348
35
Storage.
Poultry.

j

>

;
I

Chickens.

15321
Towl...12a 18

BEECHAM’S i

■ay.
loose, per ton.lsalg
Baled..
Best

Straw.

PILLS

Loose. 8311
Baled.
15

Vegetable*.
80
02
«
11

Turnlpe, ft

Jr****
LeiioM,

head
Sweet potatoes, ftJdgOS

Oeiee*. *
PBriBip.
Carrots, lb

04
M
02
02
01
2a

Cabbage, th

Squash, lb
Cilery, bunch

plied for nec^
sixty years. They bring new life P
to the system and supply fioccs- L
have held first

sary aid when it is meet needed.

Trult.

Oranges, dos

^

25160 Cemols dot

Es-.
Jen,

Bice, par

ft

|
I

Beecham’s Pills impart nerve
force, act gently on the bowels,
regulate the bile, improve the
blood, create appetite and promotd
digestion. Their tonic properties
relieve weakness and quickly

25115

Dross rise.

OMw-pn ft

mim

•Vt
•“•S'SSSrtU
IS IHtmul, per ft
jo

I

Renew Health
and Spirits

8«!r

SsM Ewfywhw. Is bos— 10a.s»d Sis.

Lamb*

Limb,
10*25
05
Tongues, each
Freeh Fish.

Cod,
Haddock,
Halibut

8melts, lb

Clams, qt
8callops. qt
12*18 Oysters, qt
06
06

I

...

Never Falls to Restore
Gray Hair to fttsNatural

25
40
50

15

Color and

Floor, Grain and Feed,
65
Flour—per bbl—
Oats, bu
6 00 *6 5) Shorts—bag—
1 fo
Corn,100h bag 155«l 6) Mix. feed, bagjl 55@1 65
Corn meal.bag l ftf@ 160 Middlings,bag 150 a 165
LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AMD MEASURES.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order an 1 flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and flt for shipping, Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, 6t>
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, Pngllsh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats
82 pounds, or even maasure as ov agreement.

Beauty.

No matter how long it has been gray
Promotes a luxuriant growth
of healthy hair. Stops its falling out,
and positively removes nandroll. Keeps hair soft and glossy. Refuse all substitutes. 2)4 times as much
in $1.00 as 50c. size. Is Not a Dye.
$1 and 50c. bottles, at druggists
Send 2c for free book11 The Care of the Hair.**
Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J.
$
9
Hay’s Harflna Soap cans Pimpi*.
red, rouph and chapped hands, and all skin (Ak*
eases. Keeps skin fine and soft. 25c. druerffieta.
or faded.

Cracked corn, 155 g 160

j
;

\
I

!
i

!
|

Send 2c for free book “The Care of the Skin.**

-S

-r--

Mothers and Education.
The whole trend of education changed
when the “three Rs” ceased to be its warj
I
cry, and it behooves the modern mother
to realize this change and to adapt her- !
self to it. For the school and the home *
are but two agencies in the training of the
child, two powers which should work together for good; and the ideal relation between the two is that they should be as
one.
It was a very great Teacher who Taste and Smell. Full size 50 eta., atDmgtaught that “no man can serve two masgists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 75 c^ttea
ters.” Then let the mother conform her Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New Yol|^
rule and her judgments to the laws of her
sister kingdom.
Let her hold, for instance, that the prinTHE AMERICAN'S advertisers are
ciple of self-activity is stronger than
blind obedience ever was; that emulation, letting down the price-bars into the field
as a spur to effort, is the abomination of
of bargains.

^^OIINSON’S
ANODYNE

LINIMENT)
Don’t let a cough or a
cold get a hold on you—it

JJ0R

COlaS

CrOlip
Coughs

—

may

into

pramnc

uiollips
Cholera

Good for external pains
For 9 7 years has cured
Bronchitis sprains, strains, muscular
influenza rheumatism, sciatica, lumhago, stiff joints, lame back,
Plalirisv

A$thma

etc.

a

■
■

H

too.

Try it!

Guaranteed muter Food and Drug* Act,
Jimetfu, liwu. Serial natuberfil3.
25c.

8
8

something

Shake it off at
on**—take a few drops of
Johnsons Anodyne Lmiment on sugar and see how
quickly it will bring relief,

Catarrh
*

develop

m

I

serious.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO.,

boston,

^B
^B
^B

^B

f^HI

bottle; large bottle holding three times
much, 50c. Sold everywhere.

as

^^B

mass.

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that furnace

putin.
is

a

Be

sure

that it

Kineo, and then

you will be

___

«

:

back pains, dizziness, languor; or
feel listless, dull and fagged,
special care should be taken to
maintain the general health, and
to assist Nature through the time
at unusual demand.
Ac a woman's remedy,

Country Produce.

JM
Tm—per a—
Bnekwknt, pky
In the early day* of the American rejm
.«S«.6S Graham,
Japan,
.0*
-SO*« Bye meal.
Oolrac,
the
men
bitpublic,
pack-saddle
fought
|
oe
terly against the advent of the wagon.
Tellow, O
06*06)4
Linseed*
65*.70
They declared it wonld make possible the
06* lo
16
Powdered,
Kerosene,
carrying of heavier loads and the conse- Molssses per gal
Hitvul
36
quent ruining of the pack-saddle indusM
PortoBloo,
try; the wagon men fought the stage coach
Menu and]Pro?islons.
on the theory that it would facilitate trafBeef,*:
Pork,*.
fic and throw wagon men out of work; the
Steak,
15*50
Chop,
15*18
Boasts.
Ham. per *
io*t5
15*18
stage coach men battled against the railCorned,
06*10
Shoulder,
lo@n
roads on the theory that the running of
18
Tongues,
Bnoon,
15*25
Salt
lo@is
steam cars wonld drive out the stage coach Veal:
Steak,
29*25
Imrd,
12^6
driver; and each in turn was forced to
Boasts,
10#.! 5

It is his belief that from the congress itself st least one big result will flow, and
credit for that must go to America. On a
suggestion by Mr. Page, it was determined to create an international bureau of
joads, similar in some respects to the international bureau of navigation. This
body will consist of two or more delegates
from each of the twenty-nine governments represented at the congress. Its
purpose will be the collecting of all possible information on road work, the pass- make way.
The fight of |the* horse-car men against
ing on it by a committee of experts, and
the trolley car is remembered by all. The
its distribution throughout the world.
The altimate benefits of so far-reaching claim was then made that 2,000,000 horses
would be thrown out of work and that
a move cannot now be estimated, but the
world will some day carry p heavy debt of horse breeders would starve. The trolley
is well-nigh universal, and yet more
gratitude to the government whose highhorses are raised each year than the year
way representatives conceived the thought
of such a bureau, and brought to its sup- before and they bring better prices.
The horse interests have ever fought
port the delegates of every civilised
the autombile. There have been thoucountry on the globe.
Credit must go to Mr. Page for the pro- sands of columns of argument published
and short-sighted men have
posed erection of a memorial to M. Tres- against it,
advocated such heavy taxation against it,
auget, the great French highway engineer
who was the originator of the modern that a great and an ever growing industry
of friends.
French system of road maintenance, and would have have been sadly hampered,
Woodlockb.
Nov. 30.
who began the building of the incompar- had half the unwise legislation planned
able system of highways that has made been put into execution.
Now highway experts aided by the
EAST ORLAND.
France famous as a road-building nation.
motor car interests and by a powerful
Miss Marion Gibbs is ill with nervous The resolution to that effect was introduced by Mr. Page and unanimously association of London and its suburbs
prostration.
have turned like the trodden worm and
W. L. Wentworth and wife were in Ban- adopted; the secretary-general being emstarted an attack on the horse.
to receive contributions with
powered
gor Wednesday.
The claim they advance is that the polwhich to carry out its provisions.
Carl Lauppe, of Hyde Park, Mass., is
luting of all public thoroughfares is done
DELEGATES ROYALLY ENTERTAINED.
the guest of W. L. Wentworth.
not by automobilists but by horses; that
Mrs. Raymond Grind'*, with two sons,
Asked what plans France had made for if no horses were allowed to drop organic
is visiting her parents, Williain Robertson the visitors, Mr. Page said that he had matter on public thoroughfares, the dust
and wife.
been a mart d at the manner in which the nuisance would soon be naught but an
Herbert and Horace RobertBon have republic had planned for the comfort and unpleasant memory. They advance the
logical statement that the nuisance created
gone to Greenville, w here they have em- the entertainment of the delegates.
Among the functions was an elaborate by hundreds of thousands of horses is
ployment.
detrimental to public health and a menace
E. L. Pickering and Merton Whittaker reception at the Elysee palace where the
to the pavements, and they charge that
went to Bangor Tuesday in search of em- national delegates were received by President Fallarieres.
The sessions of the the continual cleansing of the streets
ployment.
because of this traffic imposes a vast and
congress were held in a vast auditorium at
George White and wife are receiving the Bor
the various sections meet- an unjust tax upon the citizens.
bonne;
congratulations on the birth of a son on
ing in rooms especially furnished for their
ROAD BUILDING MATERIALS.
Friday, Nov. 27.
comfort and convenience at the Salles du
It was a source of great gratification to
Mrs. Herbert Robertson has gone to Jeu de Paume in a corner of the beautiful
the American chairman to be frankly told
Owl’s Head to visit her parents, William garden of the Tuilleries.
in both France and England that this naSnowman and wife.
Besides the official reception at Elysee
tion has stepped ahead of both those naMiss Grace Gibbs and Miss Gertrude Ma- palace, there was a Special theatrical entions in the testing of materials for buildson were home from CaBtine normal school
tertainment given at which a famous
ing macadam roads. Various experiments
for the Thanksgiving recess.
French actress recited a poem specially
conducted by the office of public roads
Mrs. Mary Gray and daughter Winifred written for the occasion; a ^reception at have developed the fact that it is possible
arrived home Saturday from South Penob- the palace of the minister of public works; in road building to obtain a better bonded
another at the magnificent Hotel de Ville;
scot, where they spent Thanksgiving.
surface by mixing rocks, such as limeside excursions to Fontainbleu and Nice;
E. L. Marks and wife gave a Thanksstone, with silicious rocks, such as granite
and a luncheon at the beautiful palace gt
or sandstone.
giving party at their home. Among the Versailles.
That discovery
embodied in publicaguests were T. F. Mason, wife and daughinis lauer iuncuon was oi especial inter Bernice, George Snow, wife and son
tions sent out through the United States
Ernest.
terest to many Americans because of the
had been
department of agriculture
Mrs. William Wilt and infant son, of historical associations lingering about the adopted by some of the British
highway
Moulisc river, N. B., arrived Wednesday magnificent palace. The luncheon was engineers, and while in England Mr;
Page
and
in
served
the
room,
has
a
orange
who
superb
her
to join
husband,
pos^ion
was driven over a number of stretches of
here with the Penobscot Bay Electric Co. when the delegates, to the number of over
highway built by the blending
They will begin housekeeping in Francis 750 bad taken seats, tbe fountains which splendid
of such material, and was commended by
Mason’s house.
form the great decorative features of the
those who built them.
The funeral of Abram Rich was held
superb apartments, were set playing, a
Iu conjunction with that phase of highFriday at his late home, Rev. Mr. Barker tribute by France to the visitors, for it is
officiating. The interment was at the only on rare occasions that the water is way construction, Mr. Page was asked if
it would be; possible for his office to reFront Ridge cemetery. Mr. Rich leaves a
chain of basins.
widow, one brother—Daniel Rich, of turned into this
ceive about 300 samples of the characterde
Ville
a
the
Hotel
and
at
one
son—Fred
At
the
Rich,
daughreception
Orland,
istic road building cocks of Great Britain
ter—Mrs. Hiram Dorr, of Bucksport.
the visitors were also treated to scenes of
and make laboratory tests of them.
M.
Nov. 30.
ideas
of
to
American
foreign
splendor
AUTOMOBILE TRAFFIC.
simplicity. A regiment of the picturSOUTH DEER ISLE.
It was specifically stated in the official
esquely uniformed chasseurs of the
Mr. Fo9s visited Seagirt grange Friday, French army were detailed to stand at at- invitation sent from France
many months
Nov. 27.
tention, one on either end of every step of ago that the congress at Paris was called
Johnson Colby killed a spring pig'Nov. the grand marble staircase down which for the purpose of discussing the effect of
the delegates passed, and thence in double automobile traffic upon public highways,
23, which weighed 485 pounds.
Mr. Carman, of Deer Isle, will spend the rows to the state dining rooms and grand and if deemed detrimental to devise means
of overcoming the effect. Asked what
winter with bis son, Capt. E.. Carman, of salons.
FRENCH ROADS.
conclusion was reached by the congress,
Little Deer Isle.
Gratifying and impressive as were these Mr. Page said that automobile traffic and
CbarleB Byrant, of Little Deer Isle, and
its effect w'as very thoroughly discussed
Louise Small, of Sunset, were married at examples of almdst royal hospitality, the
Stonington Nov. 19 by Rev. J. P. Simon- chairman of the American delegation and that many brilliant papers were preton.
found more of interest in the perfection of sented, every phase of the question being
A daughter was born to Mr. and Mrs. the system of roads with which the re- treated of. As it was impossible to arrive
Wallace Stinson Nov. 23—Sadie Helen; public is provided, and in the systematic at a unanimous conclusion, the question
also a daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Frank method of maintaining them to the high- of damage done was left for a later deterSteele Nov. 24—Vera Agnes.
est degree of efficiency. He was told that mination. It was the consensus of opinH.
Nov. 28.
on the magnificent road
leading from ion, however, that automobiles driven at
Paris to Versailles 5,000 automobiles pass ordinary rates of speed are not especially
NORTH DEER ISLE.
either way on each fine day, but he noted harmful to good highways.
Winsor Torrey is home for a few days.
Mr. Page was especially impressed by
that it was in such perfect condition that
Miss Carrie Haskell has been visiting
it was practically as dust less as the care- the laws regulating automobile traffic in
Miss Lena Hardy.
practically all portions of France and
fully swept asphalt street of a large city.
Oeorge C. Hardy arrived home from
No better macadam roads are built in England. Unlike the laws prevailing in
nearly every section of this country, the
yatchting last Wednesday.
motorcar restrictions of those countries
Mrs. McBaney’a Experience.
The Willing Workers will hold a sociafor the purpose of stopMrs. M. McRaney, Prentiss, Miss., writes: are framed
ble Thursday evening and serve supper
»«I
was confined to my bed for three months
from 5 to 8 o’olook, for the benefit of the with kidney nnd bladder trouble, and was
church.
More people are taking Foley's Kidney
treated by two physicians, but failed to get
relief. No human tongue can tell how I suf- Remedy every year. It is considered to be
Mrs. Mary J. Hardy Is home from Deer fered, and 1 bad given up hope of ever getting Che most effective
remedy for kidney and
1 began taking Foley’s Kidney bladder troubles that medical science can deIsle, where She has spent the past six well until After
two bottles I felt like vise. Foley's Kidney Remedy corrects irregutaking
Remedy.
months with her granddaughter, Mrs. n new pereon, and feel It'my duty to tell suf- larities, builds up worn out tissues and refering women what Foley’s Kidney Remedy stores lost vitality. It will make you feel well
Wallace Scott.
and look well. G. A. Pabcheb.
did for me.” G. A. Pancnna.
H.
Nov. 30.

|
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ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

—

to Cure Catarrh.

desolation; that* sound mind in s sound
body is more to be valued than riches;
that a keen eye to color and term a abate
hand to guide a pencil or a tod, a mini
alert, eager, and reasonable, a heart which
feels its brotherhood with all living growing things, n free, frank speech, s generous nature, and an honeet tonne am In
themselvea a Declaration of Independence and a Psalm of Life.—Barper’z Bazar.

sure

of

good
great
heating eflicieucy,
results,

economy in fuel and

durability.

i

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

f Noyes

& Nutter

Mfg. Co.,

Bangor, Me.
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A LOCAL AND

POLITICAL JOURNAL
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EVERY WEDNESDA Y

AFTERNOON

AT
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m

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.

—

Subscription Prior—$2 $0 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for throe months; tf raid
strictly In advance, $1 80, 78 and S8 cents
respectively. Single copies 8 cents. All arwaurages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
ear

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable sad will be
made known on application.

Why Maryland Send*

COUNTY

n

Split Dclegn-

tlon to Klectoral College.
Tammany, In its palmiest days of irregularities, could not begin to perform the
tricka of political legerdemain that are
pulled off in MaryUnd. where the oonteet
of wiu between the republicans and
democrats lor supremacy never eeasee.
On points to-day tha democrats are the
goods. For the second time now in successim Maryland has given a plurality
for the republican candi late for President,
end yet has sent a split delegation to the
electoral college, in which the democrats

Hit dad. among the Flemish bogs,
Vowed things were going to the dogs;
The cove man. in hi* queer skin togs.
Said thing* were going to the dogs;
Bot this is what I wish to state—
The dogs have had an awful wait.

W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

Arundel than was ■ low of 1^*1 out of a
total registered rote of I,1M. In Qelvert
county one vote ont of every three registered waa not counted.
Chairman Farms, ol the republican
state central committee, who ha* Just
come back from
his home In Culvert
county, says that with anything like s
fair deal in the presidential election the
republicans would have won oat by anywhere from six to eight thousand.
“They not only used their trick ballot*”, said be, “but trieky methods to
In my county the
beat na at the polls.
board of supervisor* met as required by
lew and decided upon tbe form ol ballot.
According to tbe arrangement determined
upon, tbe names ot tbe democratic candidates for President and congressman wars
to be placed on either side at tbe top of
tbe column. Ol course this gave them n
decided advantage, bat was permissible
under tbe law. Our presidential candidate was assigned to the first column directly under tbe democratic electors, and
Mudd's name was placed next to that of
Smith.
“Taking it for granted that thi* arrangement would be adbermd to, we instructed
To our surprise,
our voters accordingly.
when the official ballot was prod need on
on the day ol election, tbs names ol tb*
republican electors appeared ia the second
column under the congressional candidates, while Mudd’s name appeared third
on th* list.
The democratic supervisors
had disregarded th* action token at th*

POLITICAL TRICKS.

to the Dogs.
Mjr grand pa notes the world’* worn cogs.
And s»js we're going to tbe doge;
Hit grandad. In hit house of logs.
Swore things were going to the dogs;

Going

IFashingion ffrnld.

GOSSIP.

J. G. Dunham will succeed Sheriff-eleet
Forrest O. Bilsby as postmaster at Amherst.
__

last predominate.
Capt. A. J. Wallace, of Tremont,
The solution of this problem lies la the
in
week picked e cluster of buttercups
making ot the ballot. Thu is an art which
Business communications should be addressed
bloom.
fall
made
payta, and all chocks and money orders
the rural politicians ot the eastern shore
able to Tkk Hancock County Publishing
Everett Hodgdon. of Somesville, who is and southern MaryUnd have, by constant
Oo., Ellsworth, Maine.
e
practi-e and study, brought to a high state
working on St. Helen* island, picked
of perfection. Before the legisUtus had
This week’s edition of The mess of ripe raspberries Nov. 10.
devised the “grandfather clause” these
American is 2,400 copies.
procticel stndenU of election methods had
The Sunday closing movement in Ber
schemes to has* the
2,430 Harbor has been accepted without eerioos been working ont
Average (or the year of 1907,
man’s vote counted end the black
for the winter, white
the
storekeepers
by
protest
man's cast out.
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 2, 1906. at least.
Whether an attempt will be
For election devices and trick ballots
made to have the stores closed Sundays
these rural politics ns have an especial
another
is
question.
next
summer,
Sheri(f-Klect Silsby’s Deputies.
talent, and have their brethren la the
__

As the time approaches for the seen mption of the duties of office by
Sheriff-elect Forrest O. Silsby, Interest naturally inoreases in the appointment of deputy sheriffs.
Our democratic friends,

during

the

campaign, freely indulged

in the prediction that in the event of tbs election of a republican sheriff the ttd

Which had been held down rssociably
dose by a democratic sheriff would
fee lifted, and that the old order of
things would prevail la Hancock
county.
That public sentiment in Haneoek

A Ber Harbor boy, William P. Newmen,
has been chosen captain of next year s
Bowdoin college foot bell teem. Newmen
is n member of the Junior cUnt. Be has
been a member of the team for the three
years that he has bean in college, and for
the past two years has been quit* generally given a position on the theoretical
All-Maine team. Be is a hard player,
who can alwaye be depended upon to pat
up a good game, end tbe Mam is to he congratulated upon having tich n leader for
next season’s work.

“A tragedy cam* near being aimed ad in
the woods naar here Wart weed ay." writs*
oar West Franklin oomspondent. “John
Coomb*, who wsa tawing birch, waa startlad by a noise, and looking np ha aaw a boll
moose about fifty yard* away and a sow
Fortuwaa leisurely approaching him.
It was not necessary to go ont of ita
of birch pat up four
nately he had a
own ranks to find an enforcement tact
high. He seized his az and mounted
sheriff, and that ita candidate not the wood pile. The moose came up within
only could bet would enforce the law. fifteen yards of the pile, viewed the situaThe party platform pledged enforce- tion and then went Slowly away. If b*
ment; the republican candidate did had not had a wood pUo to have mounted
the same, and Mr. Silsby was elected no one knows bow the story would have
ended.
on that issue.
If it is true, as some of our demo“It looks as it it were to be a hard wincratic friends allege, that there hi an ter on the outer coeat and islands this
element in the republican party in year," says * Bar Harbor correspondent,
Hancock county opposed to strict en- “and the fishermen are feeing the proa
season
forcement—which we do not admit— pact of hard times. The fishing
the summer and fall months ha*
that element was not the controlling daring
sot been aa prosperous aa usual, tbe hauls
factor in the election, and will utterly
being lower than before, and the prices
fail if it attempts to influence the
reaching a low mark. Not long ago the
sheriff-elect to swerve from his own price for lobsters reached the lowest point
and his party’s pledges.
in a number of years. Tbe fishermen, or
Naturally not all the candidates f jr ■t least a large percentage of them, do not
deputies can be appointed, and Mr. believe in the prevent lobster law, and
Silsby has no easy task ahead of him, while they recognize that it protects the
ot
hat that he will exercise good judg- lobster, claim that it deprives them
a livelihood, especially the taw
ment in his selections those who know making
that makes a close time in the winter in
him best fully believe.
Babcock county. This provision the fishermen are anxious to have repealed. They
Yesterday Hon. John A. Peters re- my that il the state continues, there will
tired from the office of judge of the be many paupers on the outer islands,
Ellsworth municipal court, a position where most o! them have none. It is a
he has held for the past twelve years, diScult question to settle and one that is
been
Gov. Pow- a hard one to work out.”

eoanty, regardless of party, is overwhelmingly in favor of strict enforceA rement cannot be questioned.
publican sheriff was elected because
the republican party was satisfied that

pile

_

having

appointed by
ers in 18W to ouooeed Judge Dutton,
L F. Giles, of Ellsworth, was hunting
Who died in September of that year.
Judge Peters has filled the office with i last week in the vicinity of “Junk Bottle"
heath on
and thought
ability, wisdom and tact. Rarely, if I be would township 14,
investigate that “bottomless
at all, have his decisions, on appeal,
| pit" about which Tint American's West
overruled in the
been
upper court,
and he retires with a record of which
he may well be, and his friends are,
proud. The new appointee, Judge
Redman, assumed the duties of the
office yesterday.

Fruuklin correspondent wrote u few weeks
ago. Hr. Giles admits that he was somewhat skeptical in regard to the story, until he visited the spot. He found not only
the remains of tbe three moose mentioned
by tbe West Franklin correspondent-two
bulla and a cow—but be found also the
hoof of a calf moose, which was all that
Fourth-elass postmasters have, by
showed above the surface of the mire in
an executive order issued yesterday,
which the unfortunate animal bad been
been placed under the civil service.
! caught. All these animals, Mr. Giles
This action will be gratifying to lbs | thinks from the condition of the bodies,
thousands of postmasters of this class, must have been caught in the mire during
|
as by it they cease to be the prey of last summer or tbe early fall.
If this
petty politics, and are placed in such death trap has caught four victims in
an attitude towards the government one season, Mr. Giles is curious to know
bones are at the bottom of the
on the oue hand and the public on the how many
The mire is only a 1-out twenty-five
other that retention in office depends pit.
feet long and eight feet wide at tbe widest
wholly upon their own efficiency.
part. At one place it is only four feet
aide, and Mr. Giles stepped across it. The
Stciiington Liquors.
surface of tbe mire is about a foot below
A bearing was held Friday before Judge the
surrounding heath, and for s looter
Spofford, of the Western Hancock munici- two back from the hole the bushes are
pal court, in the case of State vs. intoxi- cleared
as if the unfortunate

sway
animals,
cating liquors, about eighty packages con- caught in tbe relentless mud, had eaten aa
taining about 1,000 gallons in all. Decis- far as they could reach, and then slowly
ions were rendered ordering S00 gallons starved to death.
confiscated, 100 gallons held on appeal
and 100 gallons ordered delivered to the
CHl'RCH NOTES.

consignees.
This is the largest seizure ever known
in the county, and was made at the steamboat wharf in Stonington Nov. 11. In the
lot was whiskey, rum, gin, brandy, wine,
alcohol, beer, ale, porter, etc.,'coming in
cases, barrels, casks and jugs. Of the
800 gallons ordered confiscated, the malt
liquors (several hundred gallons) will be
turned into the ocean from the wharf,
while the alcoholic liquors will be mixed
and sent away for rectifying the alcohol,
to be credited to the State.

“beaten to a fra rale.”
The bulwark U the law which has
Uken from the counties the aethorlty
to name the supervisors of elections and
planed it for the entire elate in the ksUi
of the governor. As s consequence, under
legal meeting.
state administration. Urn
a democratic
“Ol course this pat some of our voters
consists
of
board in each county
.two
up in the air and we lost quit* ■ number.
democrats and one rapabUeaa The latter Bat this was not all. Th* ballot had bean
U usually a negative quantity, and indeed
spread out, making it • enmbamoma aflhir,
generally serves an an involuntary taatrw- nod th* folds ware so complicated aa In
ment by which his own party is footed.
render it difficult to arrange them nits*
me meetings « iue oouniy upurntn
being once opened.
of elootiou an hold ia tha aaoat iafsnaal
“The democrats war* instructed to take
wmya. BumiHmh tha two ihsnoerata who no chances, but to
open only the top fold,
form tha majority do not taka tha trooMaj
mark it In the two upper bazar end than
to ooasalt tha minority mamhar at alt.
ctoes it. The repnbUaaas, on tbs other
Oftau whan they do they anhaaqaaoUy
hand, were obliged to open it entirely,
change tha form of tha ballot that hoe bant for the namae and then get It beck
been agreed upon and forgot to toll tha *oae beet they could.
About flfty who had
pnbiicaa aaparriaor of tha change, who, not folded properly asked for another balnot until election day, iloda that the ballot, to which, under the law, thay were ralot ia raamngad ia each • way aa to oaaa
ti tied, bat this waa denied them. Their
pletely betnddls tha negro voters.
ballots warn thrown ont.
One of tha aharpaat tricka on record
“Under the circumstances era did mwaa aaceaaa folly worked ia tha dayl whan
marksbly well. In 80merest «00 ballets
bail
now
at
warn
ia
naa.
a,
diacarded,
party
were thrown ont, most ol them tar the
A crow- mark at the tap and right of aaah seme
reason, and I understand similar tacemblem meant a rote for all the Canditic* wen employed ia every WUeon-law
da tea in that column. Lincoln's face in
county."
profile waa the republican emblem, and
tha leaden in that party exhibited their
CAPS COD SHOALS.
sample ballot and told tbe negro rotera to
le careful on election day to place their Boston Mariners Petition Congress to
mark next to Lincoln's nose.
Investigate Plan lor Channel.
When election day rolled aroend and
When the members ot the Massachuwaa
late
setts
it
too
to stop the sebeme, it waa
delegation return to Congress the
discovered that ia tbe official ballots the first Monday in December, they will take
Lincoln profile bad been turned to tbe left, with them a petition from the Boston Maand aa tbe negroes, following instructions, rine society asking the government to inplaced tbeir marks where the none pointed vestigate a plan to mske safer the shoals
squarely at the democratic emblem, their outside Cape Cod, where so many mariballots all counted for tbe democracy.
ners have gone to their death. It is asTbe marrow of the whole straggle serted that a channel nine miles long and
between tbe two rival parties ia the effort three-quarters of a mile wide would save
on one band to befuddle tbe negro voters
thousands of lives, as this is one of the
and the other to keep them from being 'most perilous place* on the New England
beluqdled. When the republicans notified the negroes the word republican bad
Every sailor knows that every storm
more‘letters than the word democrat and that catches him off Gape Cod it likely to
instructed them to vote for tbe larger mark his last trip, and for year* it has
word, tbe supervisors changed the party been the dream of sailors that these
designation opposite tbeir candidate to uhoals, which are a series of hills on the
“democratic,” making it contain the same ; bottom of the sea, b* leveled so that innumber of letters. Then they used ail' stead of the rig-sag course mariners are
sorts of unfamilar type in tbs ballots, compelled to steer now, they
may be able
much of it being very taint and almost ; to make a straight course from Hankerillegible. In Calvert country, where tbe chief shoals over Shovelful to Pollock
black vote predominates, no capitals were Rip.
need at all, so that this ballot really pee- !
It it not all shoal water, by any means,
seated a remarkable appearance and gave ! for there are places from twenty to fifty
no guide poets whatever to the blacks, wbo
fathoms deep along the route, but there
1
are more familiar with capitals than with
are other places that are only from six to
small letters. The type need in some of tan feet, and it is upon these
places that
the ballots was actually painful to tha many a ship has been wrecked.
eye.
There was a meeting of the Marine soBat besides trick ballots, “fake” candi- ciety tliia week and the pi«» was the main
dates are often used. Some
matter discussed. As showing how great
democrat is found wko will be willing to 1 it the interest in it it may be atated that
:
run on an independent
republican ticket, every pilot, captain and mite that is comand the negro, who is told to put his mark
pelled to nee this route in going from and
wherever he sees the word “republican”, coming to Boston, has signed the
petition.
to the learning of which one word he de- There are over 100 names on
it, representj
votes night after night, will vote for both,
ing an investment in shipping far into
and his ballot is accordingly thrown out. the millions.
At one electidh the republicans entered
The petition to the government is not
into a fusion movem nt with the indepen- one to construct the canal.
“We are not
and
the
dents,
democrats sprung an inde- ready lor that,” said See. Hanaon
recently.
pendent republican candidate. Me, being "We want the government first to emthe only one having the word republican
ploy its experts to learn if the plan is
opposite his name, received a large num- feasible.
It willnot shorten the ronte,
ber of uegro votes.
bat It will make it safe. Now the main iuv rrtvm eimion
toe aimcuiues oi
riner is compelled
to make a crooked
| the republican voter were increased still way over the shoals. If he is in thick
further by the ingenious method of fold- weather and goes a little too far in one
ing the ballot. The democrat was warned direction he is aground,and in the frightagainst unfolding the ballot. He was told ful tide rips that do so much damage.
to merely turn over the flrst lap and make If he
goes a little to far in another diI bis mark at the top. That was asy. The rection the same
danger faces him.
republican found it neceaaary to com“We hare not even estimated the coat.
I pletely unfold the cumbersome ballot, All we want to know is it the
plan is
bunt for his candidates, and on the nar- feasible. Some
say that the sand removed
row ledge in the little booth mark them
would be immediately washed back in,
1
without in the least mutilating the ballot. 1 and others say that the movement of
the
Having accomplished this, he started to tides and current* would immediately
fold the ballot again. But it required a wash oat s
deeper channel. The same
; skilful and patient man to get the ballot kind of work has been done elsewhere and
back into its original folds, and unless he in some
plaues one thibg has been the resucceeded his ballot was not allowed to
go sult and in others the other.
into the box.
“It will not be necessary to dig oat this
The effectiveness of this scheme is proved 1 whole nine
miles, as a Urge part of the
by comparing the registered votes in the channel is deep enough.
We propose a
Wilson-law counties with the vote count- ! minimum
depth of thirty-five feet, which
ed. No record was kept of the
rejected will accommodate the Urgeat vessels, and
votes, so the number of votes thrown out three-fourths of this is over that
depth
csu only be estimated.
In proportion to * now. We eimply want a
straight coarse,
its registered vote the greatest loss oc- which will do
a
with
away
great deal of
curred in Somerset county, where, of a the
danger that is experienced now.”
total registered vote of 3,988, l^jg are ! The
which
have
been
plan,
may
thought
missing in the counted vote. In Anne of (or years, was flrst brought before the
last
and
since
then
society
Mr. ManMay,
■ lOO Kewa’il, 8100
saa and the other oMeera ot the associaThe readers of this paper will be pleased to
Pree.
tion,
including
Lymea H. Richards,
learn that there ia at leant one dreaded diasaae
that ecience has been able to care in nil Its have been interviewing masters of every
•luges. and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh kind of craft and have learned from theca
Cure la the only positive cat a now known to
top~ow
the medical fratoraity. Catarrh, being .constitutional disease, reqeiree a constitutional
A chart has bean drawn showing the
treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cara la takaa Internally. acting directly upon the hlood and location of the shoals and the depth ot
water upon thorn at dlRoraat plaoao.
Doubtless the work means a Ians about
of dredging, some of which could doubtcities

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
i>r. IT.

Sunday, Dec.

F. Emery, pastor.
6

—

Morning

service

at

10.30,
Sunday school at 11.45. Junior
league at 3. Evening servioe at 7.30.
Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
evening at 7 JO.
BAPTIST.

P. A. A. Kiltam, pastor.
Sunday, Dec. 6 -Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at
7. Evening service 7 JO.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Her.

1

|

complaisant1

■

j
j

j

|

State Dairy Conference.
Citizens of Dexter are planning for tha
CONOHBOATIOHAL.
aaaaion of the State dairy conference to be
Rev. R. B. Mathews, potior.
bold in that town Dec. 8,9 and 10. The
Sunday, Dec. 6—Morning service at
board of trade and grangers are making
10JO. Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
plans to welcome and entertain visitors.
An interacting feature of the session will service 7 JO.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
be a milking machine in full operation.
UinOH OOHO’L, BLLSWOBTH PALIS.
The demonstration will be a practical one,
Bee. J. D. Prigmore, potior.
the actual milking of cows.
The premiums offered are liberal. The
Sunday, Dec. 6—Morning service at
Evening
milk and cream exhibit is of special in- 10JO. Sunday school at 11.46.
terest and importance. Special rates have sarviosat7.
been arranged for over all railroads, and
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
•very indication is for a large attendance.
Exhibits should arrive at Dexter es early
Mistress—1 don’t want you to have so
aa Tuesday, Dec. 8.
much nnutpaay. Toe have move oompany
in a day than 1 hOTe in a week. Domestic
—Wail, Bsaas, psrhngs if you triad to be a
Aigraas: F. J. OH*MBT A OO., Toledo, Ohio
little saore agriaabla, ysu would have as
Take
nib tor ooaatlpatioa.

^fmmwIUbeMcepted

jallTKmUy

atthtaUme^KtitUbelieved
j

A WELL-KNOWN INSTITUTION.
Kitabltihed at a NaMoaal Bank la Ml with a capital or Mo.ooo.
Chanced Is a Trait On-cay la I—T with a capital at Bian.nraj and
•arplBB at —0,000 aad total raaouieaa ot mr 01,000,000.

a

We are LARGER AND STRONGER than ever
Daria* the SO yean ot oar azManoa oar aim haa bean
pelrono the beat poaelble eervice. Oar
eteady growth la evidence that the Banking Invito extend to oar

tation which throwi oat the gnateet eetegoarda
arooad iu baiin—, ia order to protect ita depoeltora,
merite the confidence of the public. If yoa an not a
raatomer of tbie bank, let thia be yoor invitation to
beconn oae; oar relation:) will be matoaily profitable.

UNION TRU8T
JELLS WORTH,

OOMPANY,
MB.

PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS
Firms and Individuals desire the best Banking service, because they know the importance of promptness and efficiency. It is the earnest and constant
endeavor of the Officers of this Bank to render to
every patron the most satisfactory banking service.
YOUR ACCOUNT. SUBJBCT TO CHOCK. It INVITED
INTEREST PAID ON SAVWOS ACCOUNTS.

Eastern Trust &

Banking Co.

MAian.
BAVOOB,
Capital. QlTfijOOOtOO.
•arplaa aBd Profits (BARNID) #488^10.10.
-*— ——.

>

—

y

r——-

Of all the planning attributes to that
master of stagecraft, David Walaann, noon
ia of swob iataavat as “The Heart of Maryland”, which will bs given at Hoston
rliiatn i—T wash. This waa really Mr.
Balaam's greet effort; It war the flirt play
la which ha proved that Mia. Leslie Outer
had in her all ths qualities of a gnat
■etnas.

The play will ha pradaead at tba Boston theatn with all tba a Pacta of ths
original production, iDeluding tba belfry
scene, which is said to have been suggested by that famous poem, “Curfew
Shall Mot Ring To-night''.
Mias Eleanor Gordon will have the part
created by Mrs. Leslie Carter.

^mdmUoelUneosi boats*

Jot Bmt.
b..I>i■• Palw tenement,

with

E^^P.—
waia.ncsarg; »«*.?
jj°saJterB«!K:.;SSS

«nyi» *o let wbcle hoeee to r-spoutu,
PW **r term eg yeeri. Inquire of i. H.
Blleworth.or B. A. < xirru.Bt
Maannnbmlln oeeowe, Boatoa. U,*

OUntcti.
■tlT*

went

delivered

st oar factory tbe com*
TT
log winter. MO to 100 cord, of white tad
yellow birch, ample end beech bolt*. four foot
ia leagtb
For particulara add:'-,- or inquire
[ at oar factory oSat. itu. o.tn H.aunooa

Ooeran.

gam's THKATua, boston.
WANTED-Wc want, ..Tr*
Robert Hilliard wilt be the headline
apcaetble roproeentaiive to till vacancy
feature at Keith’s next week. He will BOW aaMUac la yoor town, a acbool trachrr,
lawyer, elargymaa, etudcnt bualnraa. prolttappear In a one-act drama which will be stomal or
other enterprising man, who will
seen hen for tba first time—'“Convict 973," glv* the arfcolo or m port of bin time-to Ht-uisf
in which ha plays ths title role. The play ■qaltohle Life Kottetri, tbe mo»: -opui u life
Inssrmnoe eooMajr operating in Maine towaa written by Mr. Hilliard bimeelf.
day. It'S I ho hffMl time now for the lift,
Another favorite oa the MU this week
ootlro. insurance man. Tbe
ootorarwlof.
ia the little English comedienne, lily Eoolobhle's promt prestige u me*nowiedgad.
I
Lena.
Although shb has introduced More Mmioe people Ore neekius in.sjrtr-rm
many hits eiacs aha last appeared bare, f the BqaHoMa to-day than ever before, if is*
ooaanaamiemte at oner with the m«na“Obadiah, Swing Me Higher” U atili in bar tersetod,
toe ktala, F. B. Hazklto.v, Portland.
repertoire, and she will probably slag it
during bar engagement at Keith's.
In the way of n novelty there Is nothing
in recent yearn exceeding Franco Piper,
lloticcs
the bauio expert. Also on this bill are
Bay Cox, the southern girt; Bel long Jhhttoe
of Potato* to hr presented to the Legtobrothers, acrobatic cyclists, Oookley and
lotmroof 1909, Mm im Sooonty-ftmrik L*iMcBride, colored oomedians and dancers,
istatmro of Mto4%o.
and Marcel’s Living Art Studies which era
the inT^OTICE to hereby gleeo that it ofit the
toss
trot ion of the Inhabitant#
being held over for another week with e
new set of reproductions of famous works
of Isle me Hset, Hancock county. Maine, to
the
on
in
for
such
seveatyof art.
spyIr
legftalat
foarth legislators of smid 8Ute a* will set of

SBUSMAN

yMor

Crgialatror

WHY

•Old toss froma Hancock county and make
sold I owe m port of Kaos county
Isle oh Host, Me*. If or. 18. l*>Joes K. Cotuirs
mad twenty-aever: others-

SUFfIrP

Breathe Hyomei and Kill the Loathsoma Cat.rrh Germa,
Jast aa long aa yon have catarrh
yonr noae will itch, your breath wUI
be foul, von wiU hawk and apit, and
yon will do other disgusting things
because you can’t help yourself. The
germa of catarrh have got you in
their power; they are continually and
persistently digging Into and irritating the mucous membrane o! your
noae and throat. They are now making your life miserable; in time they
will aap your entire system of ila
energy, its atrengtb, Its vigor and

vitality.

But there la one remedy that will
kill the germs and cure catarrh, and
that is Hyomei, the Australian dry
air treatment.G. A. Parcher, the druggist, will
,
guarantee Hyomei to cure catarrh, or
money hack. Don’t delay this pleasant antiseptic treatment. Breathe In
Hyomei and kill the germa.
G. A. Parcher will sell you a complete Hyomei outfit, including inhaler,
for only fll.OO It Is also guaranteed
to oure broncbitla, asthma, coughs,
colds, hay fever and croup.

Amuttnunta.

New Pictures
and

Songs

THE

»•
ivMcrioer nereoy
IM hM been duly appointed
traior of tha •■tat* of
MT
JOHN *. STANLEY. late of SOU TBW
HARBOR.
-J. *“
ia tha county of Hancock, dec
A
given bonds ss tbs lnw directs.
*
Bering demands against the est*<’
deceased an desired to present ihessmeror
re
sre
settlement, and all Indebted lberet,
qnested to mebe payment Intmedtsieii
Psnti
Bangor. Me., Nor. M, ISOS

Tub

■

'",,°a

LIFE

““'‘".‘JS?

subscriber bsnby give*
uitnr
ha has Iwaa daly appointed
trator of tha aatata of
■MICA B. 8ABGBNT, lata of GOULD®*

THH

requested

M sat.
Jeans W.

tnaIdahora. Mae. ». US*._

UF A

flWffttamcnu.

ELECTRICALS5.-

PICKPOCKETS.
HEAD OVER HEELS IN POLITICS.
WANTED—A SON-IN-LAW ON

TRIAL.

Pall Unas ef

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIED
AND PIXTUtBA.

| WMag and iSawBas ChesrMlf
ANDREW M. »0°RMala BA. (aadar Dirign

SONGS

by Miaa Mary Taylor.

AiMmkm,
Houaat atiiiiiM, ia a

that,whstwuiatut jut <m m mnm
tlMtf

m

‘“J

thereto are
madlataiu.

SUFFRAGETTE.

ILLUSTRATED

-w

BOBO.
»a®
ooanty of Hancock, decea^'
A
Circa bond* aa tha law directs
PJt
demands against
son. having
of said deoaased an .desired to
tha asms for .ettlsment. and
I .'im*

LEAN. THE FOtSAADL
IN

Fw*'

la tba

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY.

DAY

>

NOTICE or rOMCLOSl RK.
'ITT HE BE Aft Flora E. Crockett and Wilber
8. Crockstt by thrir mortgage deed
TW
dated Amp. St, tftT. mod recorded in the Has*
cock registry of derdi. in book 442. PM**®*
oonveysd to me the undersigned. *• of thetr
rteht. title mod interest In and to a certain parrel of rem! rotate situated in Dedham "tate of
Mains, bounded aad described an follows, to
wit:
Beginning nt tbe southeast corner of
the 8. P. Bows fnrm so called. an«i running
thence sooth *§*• repress east on tbe north
line of the H. B. Phillips farm to the line onihe
lots east of Loop pood to a beech t re**: thence
10 degrees west on said hack line if* rods to a
lot of James Thompson run in 1825 thence
westerly to n stoke and etone. in tbe norm*
east corner of raid Howe lot: thence
to the
ly on tbe eastern line of raid Row*
point of beginning, containing 13*
1*8 redo. And whereas the conditio •<
re. oj
tuortgmpe has been broken, now the r. hereof.
reason of tbe bresch of tbe cooditi<
1 claim • foreclosure of sold mor»g».
...ooo
g <'
Date, at Bllaworth. Me., thlaMtbday I Noramber. im.

_

IT IRE “BIJOr
A

Itgal Notun.

b^e*

l«c
i.

ZtnE

«vm.

Clsb)_giijeorto.

BLU WORTH

Landry ud Beth

Rooms*

(X)UNTYJNJWS.

Harriet Bhaw,
Thanksgiving In

ot Bar
town.

Harbor,

spent

LAKEWOOD.

___2jtbhtTtlsittttirts.

THE DEATH OF ALBERT.

Whitmore Garland, of .Trenton, wee
Mrs. Ira Tracy and children, who have
here Saturday and Sunday.
been visiting Mrs. Tracy’s parents, W.
Howard Moore haa returned to West
cRANBEliKY BLEB.
W. Young and wife, returned to their
Ellsworth to resume teaching.
Breey to vary ill.
home In Steuben Monday.
„„ Bertha
*
Few deer have been shot here this seaeearoe, and bring only
Charles Bhaw and wile, of Strong, Fred
haters are very
son on account ol the lack of snow
for
and wife, ot Old Town, and Elliott
Bhaw
each.
Scent,
of Sorrento, he* been vtolt- N. Benson and wife, of Bar Harbor, spent hunting.
c 8 gtover,
After a vacation of two weeks, schools
Thanksgiving with their parents, John A.
and frienda here.
,, relatives
Nos. 1 and 2 have reopened with the same
Shaw and wife.
Hee clob held an entertainThe Busy
town hall toet week.
„nt in the

UOpeed*

Set

Bulger went to Bar Harbor
the funeral of Henry Francto

wa. the eon of the late Alfred
ot tbi. plaoa.

„h„

I, Bulger,

L.
_

ficorge W.

.,,*,d

Nov. SO.

HALL QUARRY.
John Mills and daughter May
Thanksgiving here.

spent

Mrs. Fred Donnell, with her son Theodore, has returned to Franklin.

Mrs. Edith F. Richardson returned
OBITUAAT.
ot Mr.. Lena Ladd Woreeater, home last week from Stonington.
death
The
Fred Donnell has gone to St. Helena to
L daughter of Cept. Lew it E. Ladd, octbc home other father Bonday take charge of the McMullin quarry.
of
eix
illneae
an
after
E. W. Rtwson has returned to Rock«ning, -Nov. 22,
Laat New Year’.
land, after spending Thanksgiving here.
■ontbe uf eonaamptlon.
WUltom
wlf. of
Lena became the
Timothy Harkins has gone to St. Helena
and they reeided
rnrcestvr, Ot Bar Harbor,
to cook for Arthur McMullin Co.’s men.
Maa.., until Kerch, when bl.
Mrs. Mildred Gilley returned to her
failing, he m obliged to give np
Bar Harbor. Hi* home at Southwest Harbor Saturday, after
to
return
.nd
uwork
air might apending a week here.
hnirian thinking thacoontry
James Grant gave a free dance at Granwith hit wife, went to
ha,
.baneflcial,
Where b* gradually tolled until ite hall Thursday night. Music was fur1A Lena accompanied nished by Harriman’s orchestra. A good
u death on April
for hartal, end then time was enjoyed.
I,remains to hia home
Dot. H,
Phbblu.
her l.tber’e home hero, apparently

"L,.,

^

XZ.
Llth

L.riih.

led out Con.ompticn aoon developed,
la.* wa. twenty-flvw yeare of age, and
beautiful girl belovad by nU who knew

She bore her aoOMfng pafientlyand
a sweet memory behind.
the
TV funeral wa* bald Wednaeday at
UsegjoQ meeting honae,tBor. A, M*
of
eoaid, of Bar Harbor, epoka word*
Beoiatlnn to the bereaved owe, In the
name* of nearly BOB penone.
The family are gratafnl to tha Rebakaha,
1 Southwest Harbor, btoeferd, and to
■ many frienda for beautiful Bowen,
,d for sympathy and klndnaaa In their

,r.

0 left

*

.at sorrow.
She leaves an only brother, Alfred G.
idd, an aged grandmother, tore. Katie
I. Gilley, end nanny relative* to moan,
rloa*.
Nov. 30.

B.
MT. DEBKKT.

*
»•
Janes 11. Alisa spent Thanksgiving with

parents.
A. 0. Jacobson spent Thanksgiving
ith his family.
Arthur Clement and wile, of Beal Harr, are visiting relatives hers.
H. 1). Richardson, who has employment
Bar Harbor, spent a taw days here with
■ parents, Gideon Richardson and wife.
A parry of sight yonng people from this
■re attended the dance given by Ur.
tat at Hall Quarry on Thanksgiving
■sing, alt havings delightful time,
here will be a high school ball at
c.4.

hail, Somssvilla, Friday evening,
s upper will be served. Kelley’s

test™
*ric-

will furnish the music,
Kelley violinist.
<

»).__

B*x-

WEST TREMONT.

H.
__

BAB HARBOR.
John E. Clark, the well-known contractor is very lUat his home ha Cottage street,
and for the past few days his condition
has been critical. His son, E. 8. Clark,
was summoned home Monday from Boston, where he was called to attend the
funeral of his wife’s mother, Mrs. Ackler,
of Brookline.
PRESERVING PENCE POSTS.

Woods Given Additional Service by
Preservative Treatment.
Fence poets of many kinds of* cheap
woods, which ordinarily would soon decay if set in the ground, can be made to
the friends of Mrs. Blanch Thompson last for twenty years by a simple treatpleased to hear of her safe arrival st ment with creosote. Host of the so-called
“inferior” woods are well adapted to the
iridan, Mo.
fn. Ai.bie Lunt, daughter Theresa snd treatment, and this is especially true of
trie Rumill spent a taw days this week cottonwood, aspen, willow, sycamore, lowih relatives st Manset.
grade pines, and some of the gums.
these woods outVK IP. hall is fast nearing comple- When properly treated,
last untreated cedar and oak, which are
a,and there is talk of moving in this
too scarce and too much in detk. it is a fine building of which the becoming
mand for other uses to allow of their
mas well as the Knights of Pythias
meeting the demand for fence posts.
f veil feel prond.
Impregnation with creosote has been
A Clark, who is inspector of tbe
greatly cheapened by the introduction of
rk on ! he Pilgrims monument now bethe “open tank,” which can be installed
built ai Provineetown, Mass., spent
at a cost of from (30 to (45, or much
He
here
bis
with
iskagirlng
family.
less if an old boiler is used. A tank with
wiU
be
for
where
iMonday
Portland,
a bottom twelve square feet in< area will
rkin Hie government shop until spring,
suffice for treating forty or fifty six-inch
vork
ii tbe monument is suspended
posts a day, or double this number when
til then.
The abtwo runs per day can be made.
[°V. s
Thklma.
sorption of creosote per post is about as
follows:
Eucalyptus, one-tenth gallon;
SWAN’S ISLAND,

willow, two-tentbs gallon; sassafras, ash,
hickory, red oak, water oak, elm and
four-tenths gallon; Douglas fir,
iss Myra Herrick has returned from a maple,
quaking aspen and black walnut, sixt ot four weeks in Boston.
tentbs gallon; sycamore, cottonwood and
Sm Lizzie
Sprague's many friends are lodgepole pine, seven-tenths gallon.
1 to hear she is
The price of creosote is about ten cents
gaining, and will soon
home.
per gallon in the East and Middle West,
he sociable at Herrick's hall for the sixteen cents per gallon on the Pacific
ftht of the Methodist church was well coast, and twenty-seven cents per gallon
The cost
in the Kooky mountain states.
mded.
of treating a post will therefore vary from
r»L Arthur
Hoit, of Yarmouth acad- four to fifteen cents. Properly ireated, it
<»I>eut Thanksgiving with I. W. St inshould give service for at least twenty
had wife.
uil

Stinson spent his Thanksgiving
here with his parents,

W. Greenlaw is mate of the threeM schooner Samuel Hubbard and will
this week from
Stonington for New^ Re I.
>e

K'eat chief of records and great
sagamore of
Portland visited
hamock tribe Nor. X. The adoption
w wh»
given four candidates.
”• *’■
Spec.
“f

WEST OOULDSBOBO.
A

Hill and wife were in Bar Har-

Mturday.
Bd. Tracy,
®

ot Milbridge, ie visiting

Wood.

*COe •*

Noyes,

ot Want Sullivan, is

folhtivea base.
Chick and
|Tln
10* (fiends in

wife, who bar* been
Boston, SI* home.

n7 Ashe and wilt rad Mrs. Gilbert
'aldsboro wan hi Bangpc last weak.

years.

Experiments of the forest service show
that with preservative treatment the durability of lodgepole pine in Idaho is increased sixteen years. The cost of creosote is there relatively high, yet by treating posts there is a saving, with interest
at six per cent, of two cents per post yearly. Hole important than the saving,
however, i« the faot that through preservative treatment other woods are fitted to
take the place of cedar, of which the supply is rapidly becoming exhausted.
A detailed description of experiments In
preserving fenoe posts, together with
practical suggestions for treating them on
a commercial scale, are oontalaed in Circular 117 of the forest service. This publication nan be obtained upon application
to the Forester at Washington.

These petty diflsrenoae—the Invisible
barriers that talas themselves between huBunker and wife entertained a man hearts I There la no wall like a word,
'of
young peopleat a8o’eloaksapper no barbed tones like a vise. The heart dose
"•duesday.
not overstep a promise. It doss not inf>«s B. Wood add %tf* and Mia* vade the territory of a threat.

W;

ATLANTIC.

Mrs. Susan Pinkham made
visit to Rockland last week.

a

short

Alfred Joyce and wife have closed their
and nturned to Portland for the
winter.

Miss Vira Joyce is at home on ber vacation. She will teach the winter term
at Gott’a Island.
Miss Hazel Stockbridge, who has been
attending the tall term of normal school
at Castine, is home.

Llewellyn Joyce will move his family to
Rockland. Maynard Joyce will occupy
his house for the winter.
Nov. 30.

8.

_

WEST STONINGTON.

Miss Mae Hamblen, who is attending
school at Gorham, is spending a few days
at home.

D. M. Flfleld has moved his family to
part of Mrs. Caroline Hamblen’s house for
the winter.
MUM.
Nov. 30.

1

[Sadto Helen.]
WHITE-A£ Orland. Nor 27, to Mr and Mrs
George A White, a son.

DAHLQUIST—FRAZIER—At Bluehill, Nor
27, by Rer R L Olds, Miss Ina Margaret
Dahlqnist to Ivory Moulton Frazier, both of
Trenton.
HUTCHIN8—PERKINS—At Penobscot, Nov
25, br Rer W A Hanscom, Miss Cecil E
Hutchins to Theodore G Perkins, both of
Penobscot.
MARKS-LEACH—At Bluehill, Nor 25, by Rer
W H Dunham, Miss Tillie Marks to Linwood E Leach, both of Bluehill.
NICKBRSON-AVERY—At Ellsworth, Nor 16,
by L F Giles, esq. Mrs Imogene Nickerson
to Fet-nando A Avery, both of Mariarille.
PERKINS-MORRISON-At Ellsworth Falls.
Nov 28, by Rer J D Prigmore, Miss Millie
Perkins, of Bar Harbor, to Emery Morrison,
of Mariarille.
RICE-YOUNG—At Prospect Harbor, Nor 25,
by C C Larrabee, esq, Miss Mildred Rice, of
Birch Harbor, to Thnrlow
Young, of
Gouldsboro.
WENTWORTH—HAVEY-At North Sullivan,
Nov 21, by Rer C A Purdy, Miss Grace M
Wentworth to Charles L Havey, both of
North Sullivan.

DIED.
RICH—At Orland, Nov 25, Abraham C Rich,
aged 78 yearn, 2 months, 10 days.
TRIM—At Orland, Nov 26, Robert FTrim, aged
79 years, 10 days.

2ftrijrrti«wtrut&

BUCKS PORT.
The schooner Elizabeth N., Capt. Fred
Dorr, ot Orland, the last of the fleet of
Capt. T. M. Nicholson’s Qrand Bank fishermen, arrived Sunday noon with a full
fare of 3,000 quintal of large cod. The
schooner M. B. Stetson, Capt. John Cross,
and the schooner Hiram Lowell, Capt.
Allen Mclsaac, sailed Saturday for Bay of
Islands on a herring trip.

Make jour Christmas purchases of us and give your friends
We can give you a good assortment*

W. R. Parker

a

present of

Clothing Co.,
MAINE,

ELLSWORTH,

Commonwealth Hotel
Opposite State House,
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.

HOLIDAY]
AT HOME

IA

around
the table where the home k
folks gather together for If
a good, old-fashioned h
Holiday Feast In keep- l|
ing with the spirit of such \
occasions is the quaint, \
plain, old-fashioned silver
service known as

naturally

centers

rooms with hot and cold water for
per day and up, which includes free
shower baths. Nothing .to
use of
equal this in New England. Rooms with,
private baths for $1.60 per day and tip;
suites of two rooms and bath for $1.00 per

Offers

$1.00

pean Plan.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF
Stone Floors, nothing wood but the doors.
Equipped with Its own Sanitary Vacuum cleaning plant.
Long distance telephone in every room.
Strictly a Temperance Hotel.

Send for booklet.

HaJfapette
^tlber

STORE R F. CRAFTS, Manager*

Commission fHcrdjants.

Apples Wanted

This charming pattern
recalls the famous feast days
of Colonial times—days
when La Fayette was an
honored guest.
The “La Fayette” in
Towle Sterling Silver presents the same charmin g
features that have
made the plain, oldfashioned spoons of
Colonial days coveted
heirlooms ever since—
namely, quaintness of
outline and the simplicity
of plain surfaces without

We are netting $2.50
a barrel for Number One
Baldwins and Greenings
and Spies.

Prospects Good.

Providence Brokerage Co.,
PROVIDENCE, R. I.

POULTRY WANTED.

Pleasing

Gift

HYDE, WHEELER CO,

\f |

(Established 1864)

^

41 North Market St

|

SILVERWARE.

THE—
CLARION.
trace—if It la
sure

a

tags, shipping certifietc., furnished free.
Strictly Commission.

Market reports,
cates, stencils,

“Clarion”, it ia

to meet every

requirement

To W. H. GARDNER, JR..
Wholesale Commission Dealer.
W'K FAY HICHH9T PRICES.
Dali, r.turus. Heu. lor ihlpplnc out t»
ST toil Wkvf, RlllWl, MHn.

MID

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Main Street,

kind ot a testimonial—
“■eld for ovar alaty yaara.”

Ellsworth.
1

SABUMCILU.

YOU

8 AV I NO

Post G<uis?iii

liners ss-nm.

Wa have manuals I Waaabliah
Swales ef all am ■aatalasa.

tea

GotannMortmentofthMeeardsnow and
them to truer

E. W.

T
'% i-

trtondJ. Send all ojdereto

MOKIR

PHI

■MaSS.ll ate.
of Plavoriaif
Our co«4a consi*
Evtneto, Moim, Toilet PKpwiliM

|
ARC

EGGS

Buttir and Farm Produce.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by

The bast

Boston, Mass.

get top market prices aud will
make prompt returns for

Ship Your Fish

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

and tear of useless
coughing. But it does more
—it controls the inflammation,
quiets the fever, soothes, heals.
Ask your doctor about this.

Can

VEAL LAMB POULTRY

Watches, Clacks, Jewelry,

why Ayer’s

public

day and up.
Dining room and cafe tirst-class. Euro-

A. W. GREELY,

wear

A — Stf
>
dJk

Ho. 5—Pamola Grange, Hancock.
Ho. 6—MariarUIe Grange,
MariarUIe.
Ho. 7—Hicolin Grange, Hicolin.
Ho. 8—Methodist Church, Franklin.

the coupons.

We show La Fayette Silver (Sterling;
in great variety (or gift purposes—a wide
range of pieces at all prices.

Cherry Pectoral is so valuable in consumption. It stops
the

No. 1—Mias Annie Emery, Ellsworth.
No. 2—Bayslde Grange, Bayslde.
No. 3—Harvest Home Grange,
West Ellsworth.
No. 4—Arbutus Grange, Snrry,

A

It Quiets
the Cough
one reason

Hera I* the ltet of entries and their standing in the contest:

ornamentation.

Urtwrtwmtnti’

This is

nishing Goods, Hats, Caps and Shoes, to be found in tiie city, and the
best part is that you can help your friend in the contest by trading with us.
Every dollar’s worth of goods bought of us may help your friend or yoar
society get this line 9360 Cote Piano.

Mr and Mrs Norman P Staples, a son.
STINSON—At South Deer Isle, Nor 23, to Mr
and Mrs Wallace E Stinson, a daughter.

~

Schools will begin Monday, after two
weeks’ vacation.

Read the list of entries in the contest; there is surely some one in the list
that you would lil^e to help, and REMEMBER that we carry one of the best
lines of For Coats, Overcoats, Men’s, Boys* and Children’s Suits, Fur-

the time of the murder, had
in Ellsworth for a year or
mors with a white woman known as
Myrtle Frost. They' cams' here from Bar
Harbor. Albert was a blacksmith.

MARRIED.

Miss Ruth Staples, who has been teaching at Gouldsboro, is home.

house

liss r elyn Loot epent lest week yith
Mire- nt Southwest Harbor.
Hiss liens Mint left Monday for Medj, M«»s., where she is employed every

s>

trated his foot and caused considerable
swelling, Augustus Dauico has been confined to the house for the past week, but is
improving and is now able to walk.

Now is the time to get busy
in the PIANO CONTEST.

Albert, at
Hying

__

left town.
Nov. 30.

^

bean

Mm. Mary O. Brown, of Uvermom
Falls, acoompanled by her little son
Killed •« Bangor.
James, is visiting Mm. Brown’s parents
Cole Gray and wife spent Thanksgiving
George Triplett, aged unn yeen, ton
during the holidays.
with their daughter, Mrs. John Hubbard,
of CUna E. Triplett, of Bugor, trie
at Long Pond.
GREEN LAKE.
crushed beneath an electric ear in Union
Mark Ginn and wife spent Thsnksgivequate Tuesday forenoon, sustaining injuC.
Bennoch
and
P.
W.
7.
Chute
am loading with their daughter, Mrs. Brenda
riee from which he died in the Eastern
ing con.
Soper, at Bueksport.
Mains general hoapltal at eight o’clock
School cl Deed Friday, with the naoal lest night. The
The friends of J. E. Ginn are glad to
boy ran aoroea the street
learn that ha is somewhat improved in closing exercises.
directly in front of the cor.
Hiss Emms Fitts and toother wen at
health since moving to the village.
Fred Clair and wife, of Santiago, and the Lake Saturday.
MARINE LIST.
Work on the hatchery Mad has been
Mias Alios Keyes, of Dead brook, were
suspended until spring.
guests of W. p. Dodge and wife Sunday.
Ellsworth port.
Nov. 10.
B.
Professor Hamlin, son and triend are
Sid Nor 80, sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
stare* and heads, O J Treworgy
out
a
few
tor
oamping
days.
Ar Nor 29, sch Catherine, Bonsey, GloucesSULLIVAN HARBOR.
Irving Matter and Jules Crocker, ot ter
Abbie Clark it visiting in Bar Harbor.
Bangor, spent Sunday ben.
Tbe school! will oommenoe next MonStation Agent Charlie Scribner has
day.
noted the Hastings house, and moved ANDERSON—At Lamoine, Nor 28, to Mr and
Mrs Louis Anderson, a daughter.
Harry Patten retained from Boston Monday to his new quarters.
BABRIDGE—At Tremont, Nor 10, to Mr and
Saturday.
Mrs Frank Bsbbidge, a son.
Bert Spencer shot a fine buck weighing
Marie Dunbar has gone to Steuben for a about 175 pounds. Hunten report a great COLLINS—At Surry, Nor 25, to Mr and Mrs
Ralph Collins, a daughter.
few weeks.
many deer tracks in the woods, and all DEBTRFANI8—At Stonington, Nor 27, to Mr
and Mrs Antonio Destefanis, a daughter.
Mrs. R. A. Black and eon Robert are vis- am awaiting a snow fall.
fGeorihe.l
A1 Higgins has rented the house vacated DOUGLASS—At Sedgwick, Nor 18, to Mr and
iting relatives in Connecticut.
Mrs-James E Douglass, a son.
Tbe boys’ club will meet Wednesday by C. Scribner to Mr. MacPheanon, of
Brooklin, Nor 28, to Mr and
evening at Mias Bartlett’s. A new name Bangor, for the winter. Mr. MacPhear- HERRICK—At
Mrs Frank A Herrick, a daughter. [Ethel
will be adopted for the club, as girls have son is to haul wood for Bacon A RobinAmanda.]
PERKINS—At Bucks port, Nor 22, to Mr and
been admitted owing to tbe scarcity of son.
Mrs Fred Perkins, a son.
young men, some having dropped out or
By stepping on a rusty nail which pene- STAPLES—At North Brooksrille, Nor 29, to
Alvah Mitchell, of Newport, has purchased John Ginn’s farm and moved to it.

Miss

In. F. A. Jacobson who for the past
it Tears has bean postmistress at Mt.
art, has resigned, and Mias Georgia N.
■es has been appointed in her pisee.
ofil' 0 will remain in its present locator.

bago.

Howard Rollins has accepted a position
principal of a large grammar school in
Deering, N. H., and left this week to assume his duties.
as

_

M. L. Allen istamd |from Boston Fri-

sonic

NORTH OBLAND.
A. E. Gray cut his knee badly Friday.
Daniel Rogers is suffering from lum-

!

Man Who Mordered Policeman Jordan at Bangor Flee Years Ago.
William H. Albert, the negro who on
March 7, 1903, shot and killed Patrick
Henry Jordan of the Bangor police force,
died Friday in the State prison at Thomaaton, where he was serving a life sentence.
Albert was a strong and healthy man when
he entered the prison, but he could not
endnre
teachers.
captivity, death coming after a
Mrs. A. H. Wilbur, who has been criti- long illness of abdominal phthesis.
The murder of Patrolman Jordan caused
cally ill for some time, is much improved
much excitement in Bangor. It is still
in health.
too vi7id!y recalled to need any extended
David Salisbury’s team, which has been
re-telling. Albert had been creating a
employed at the hatchery, retur ted borne disturbance at the home of hit divorced
Saturday.
wife, and a number of patrolmen were
Norris Moore made a trip to Bar Harbor sent to capture him. He eluded them
by
with produce last week, returning with a jumping from a second story
window,
load of fish.
cutting across lots into Parker street, and
Mrs. Ada C. Garland is spending finally disappearing in the darkness of
Thanksgiving week with her Bister, Mrs. Hellier’s brick yard.
In Carroll street, which adjoins th
John Sperin, of Orono.
Unwood Garland caught two large yard, the dead body of Patrolman Jordan
was later found by his companions.
He
otters lest week.
The skins ere prime,
had evidently overtaken the fugitive, who,
and will bring a good price.
in the darkness, had fired one fatal shot.
Vernal t rasier returned home Saturday
The discovery spurred on the others, and
from the northern part of the State, where
Albert was finally taken at a house in
he has been employed daring the past seaWalter street.
son.
While at Thomaston, where he was put
The men who have been employed at the (9 Fork In tbe blacksmith shop, Albert
Green Lake hatchary returned this week, made a model prisoner. Tbe body eras
as the work them has been
completed tor sent to the Maine medical school In Bransthis fall.
wick.

Mad

Austin, Met A, EfaaartA Hate

»a4iMMMholdMeeMitiM. WESON*
GOODS PREPAID AND ALLOW
YOU CREDIT IP CASH IS 8BHT
WITH
ORdRR VB PREPAY
BOTH OOOnS ANu PREMIUM.
SwBArwi MHltru.

PRIBND SOAP CO. Dapt. IX
BtRaa, Mm,

AMERICAN ADS
PAV' BEST

ladntsfxiaJl
-lodio on

COUNTY NEWS.

gbfcrrttarmntts.

ISC American hat subscriber# at 107
Of the 117 pott-ofieee in Hancock county.
All the other paper! in the County eomMnod do not reach to many. The American i< not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and ha! never etaimed to
be, but it it the only paper that can property be called a County paper; all the
Nit are merely local papert. The circulaThe American, barring the Bar
tion
Harbor Record’s rummer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

ft*

Usd his daughter, Mrs.
Brewer. Man, guest,
c,mc
the day, among them
beinc
bur,, wlh and little d.ughten
Who TUited Mrs.
enu, W. Johnson and wife
Nov. SO.

Tl**

B.li,hurT?'??

---FEHKY

MT. DESERT
Walter Moon went to

The home of W. B. Hodgkins and wife presented a festive appearance on baliowe’en
evening, when their friends and neighbors
gathered with tbem to celebrate the fortieth
anniversary of their marriage. The house
was prettily decorated with pepper, boughs,
;
Mrs. Charles Bunroses and other flowers.
ker and Mrs. William Snell, daughters of the I
bride and groom, assisted in receiving the

FsngorMc-iJ

E. 8. Jellison spent
Mondsv m
at M|nset.
T»

day

Mlss Liiiie Jellison
closed her ki*.
“*
Marlboro Ispt week.
John Eaton and wife
have ffiowt,
of the hotel

one

cottages

neer

School begins to-day after

.

yJZ

guests.
Ths evening was spent with music, games
Miss Madge Moon, who
i, ^
and pleasant conversation. Solos ware sung :
Bar Harbor, spent
Thank«giyin.
by Mrs. Bunker and F. R. Hodgkins. Mrs. C.
*
parents,
Moon
Eugene
I
and
8. Stalder recited “That Old Sweetheart of
The steamer Samoset ram.
„
Mine” In a very Interesting manner. W. L. ;
to take the place of the
Collier nearly threw the company into conheagone to Rockland
vulsions by his comical rends ring of “Mrs.
■
quarters.
Muldooney's Experience on Roller Skates”.
Nov. SO.
The preeenta, which were principally silver
and china, were beautiful. One of the pleasantest features of the evening was ths presentation of a wadding cake by F. R. Hodg-

!

laat week.

Misa Eva Orcutt, ot East Sullivan, is
Visiting relatives in town.

wif*

Maynard Spurting, of Seal Harbor, is
the guest of Ralph Wooater.
Miss Clara Leavitt, who has been ill with
throat abscess, is improving.
Dr. C. J. Watson is recovering from s
threatened attack of pneumonia.
Miss OsssUena Springer will leave
Thursday for Booton for the winter.
Mrs. H. H. Homer and son Percy went
to Newburyport, Maas., last week.
Mrs. M. J. Springer will spend the*winter with her daughter, Mrs. Abbie Dunn.
Mrs. Knowles, ot Chtais, and Mrs. Austin, of Pembroke, are goeats ot Mrs. Effle

Sannfc»1,2j
togoPffi2“

SWwrtisonnrtA

kins.
The

The vestry of the Methodist church la
In the bands ot the painters, C. E.
Dwelley ft Son.
A grading bee on the Methodist grounds
Tuesday will inclnde work on underpinning of vestry.
Mrs. Hannah Doyle, who has been at

The parents and friends of Miss Hazle

Swan, who is ill in Milton, Mass., from
appendicitis, anxiously await news of her
case.

Sunday’s beautiful weather called out a
large congregation, which listened to one
Pastor Mscomber’s many fine
Miss Bernice Dunn, soloist.

sermons.

While John Wr. Blsisdell was cruising
in the woods near Fox pond last week
he saw indications of big game. Two
bear and several deer were
moose, a
tracked.
Mr. Austin, principal of the high
school, and Miss Tate, his assistant, left
for their homes Wednesday
for a two
weeks’ vacation. They have been successful teachers.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates who with her daughter Edna of Castine, spent Thanksgiving
D. Perkins and

Alter Other

the guMtaof their daughter, Mrs. P. W.

DeBeck,

over

COUNTY NEWS.
at additional

Count} A'ews

M

tl*« -togas

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Percy T. Moore, of Btaehill, wu home
for Thanksgiving.
HANCOCK.
Dr. F. F. Larrmbee went to Bangor WedThomas Merchant is ill with typhoid
fever.
nesday for a few days.
E. W. Cleaves and wife spent ThanksArno Foss went to Boston Saturday, for
the winter.
giving with relatives in Steuben.
Mrs. E. E. Abbott has returned from a
Mrs. Joanna Wakrlleld, of Bar Harbor,
few weeks’ visit in Boston and vicinity.
ia spending the week with her son Frank.
Mrs. Elmer Ferrin, with infant son, is
Miss liar el Young was home from
Shaw’s business college for the Thanks- spending a few weeks with her father, J.
W. Cole.
giving recess.
Frank Herrick, the photographer, was
Mrs. Bertha Hodgkins, of Newburyport,
Mass., was the guest of Walter Hodgkins here the last of the week, on his way to
Steuben.
and wife Thursday.
Howard Young, who is employed by
Miss Hattie Hutchings has recently
Thurston & Kingsbury, Bangor, was home closed a successful term of school at the
a few days last week.
Pond district.
Mrs. Henry Crabtree has returned from
Guy Cole and Clarence Colwell have reBoston, where she went for medical treat- turned from a bunting trip to Blackwell’s
ment. She is much improved in health.
mountain, and report game very scarce.
Evans

Crabtree

was

home

for

the

Ernest Wood and wife hare returned
from Bar Harbor, where they have spent
the summer, and have taken rooms at J.
F. Coombs’.

finished with stores on the ground floor,
suites ol office* end a specious lodge room
and banquet hall above.
EGYPT.
Frank H. Jordan spent Thanksgiving
here with his parents, George Jordan and
wife.

Henry West, of Boston, is spending his
vacation here with bis mother, Mrs. Mary
West.
The Misses West, who are teaching at
Bar Harbor, are spending the Thanksgiving vacation with their parents, F. W.
West and wife.
Mrs. Lena Clark will soon move into the
Richardson bonne at the village for the
winter, for the convenience of her daughter, who attends high school.
The Sunday evening prayer meetings in
the srhoolhouse, which were discontinued
some time ago were resumed
Sunday evening, Nov. 29, for the winter. All are corinvited
to attend.
dially
Nov. 30.
w

Mrs. Jane

Anthony,'.who has’.been

■“ding
Through the Mali
•Htloa of a friend I tried vtg&i
“Iter taking four
bottles, am mk
owed." A. H. Wilde,
733-Jth ktm
*
relief.

Minneapolis. Minn.
8.
McDonald.

147 w. CmSt Paul.
Minn., writestracted a severe cold last
winter i
thought I would never get rid of It
tried Vlnol as a last
resort, and it)
completely cured me."
Vlnol combines two
world-fig

very

ill, it Improving.

Carlton Ash and daughter, of Aahville,
in town Sunday.

"iT

tonics, the healing, medicinal pm

were

Mrs. Usxie Wilson, of Prospect Harbor,
was in town this week visiting relatives.
Mrs. Drew, of Harrington, arrived Monto spend the winter with her son, Rev.
E. 8. Drew.

day

George Mathews and family, who have
been spending the summer at Bar Harbor,
returned this week.

Remedies FM

*1 have been troubled
With a ^
•M aad bronchitis for
a Iowa
■“d have tried many
ramedhs «a

WINTER HARBOR. M

Thanksgiving.
Walter and Dana Clark, of Bar Harbor,
Howard Bland, a student at Higgins are hunting in this vicinity this week.
Nov. 28.
Ch’B’kb.
olasaical institute, was a week-end guest
of Miss Charlotte Maoomber.

_

Hollis E. Joy is qoile ill.
W
A. H. Mayo, of Ellsworth, is visiting
friends hors.

West Snllivau several months, is occupying her house here.
Mrs. J. W. Blsisdell, Mrs. H. C. Bunker
and Miss Vida Springer will spend s part
of the week in Bangor.

VIROL CIRES CHRONIC
COLOS ARO BROieims

out-of-town guests were W. If. Rideout
and wife, P. A. Sumner, of Pnaodena, brother
of the bride, Mrs.C. A. Floyd, also of Pasadena,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hodgkins; P. R.
Hodgkins and Miss Bsulah Hodgkins, of
Colton, also children of the bride oad groom.
Refreshments were served In the diningroom, where jack-o-lanterns looked down on
the guests with wide mouths and staring eyes.
At a rathsr late hour the oompany departed,
leaving hearty oongratnlatlone and wishes
for many happy returns of ths day.

Ma comber.

■with her parents, John

W^h^TTf^**
Tihk^
WinHewi""1

daughter Gertrude. W. w

FORTIETH AKKIVKMA1T.

Ex-Mayor Springer leaves Tuesday on
bis return to Michigan.
Howard Watson and wile, of Portland,

of

who spent the day at

other papm,

following from a Corona (Cal.)
newspaper will be of interest to many
Hancock county friends of W. B. Hodgkins and wife, who formerly lived here.
Three years ago they went to southern
California to spend the remainder of their
lives amid sunshine and flowers.

FRANKLIN.

in town

me

The

COUNTY NEWS.

were

wMMomI Omnij New

j

1

Miss Margaret McKay, who recently re- i
covered from a severe attack of typhoid
fever, it suffering a relapse.

tlee of cod Uver oil and tonic
Iron
llclously palatable and agreeable tot
weakeet stomach.
For this ream
Vlnol la unexcelled as a
strong
builder for old people, delicate
ch
dren, weak and run-down pereone
ter sickness and for Chronic
Golds and Bronchitis.

Coil

Geo. A. Part her,

Druggist,

ELI>\VUUTH.

Mrs. Proctor Hmallidge, of Northeast
Harbor, is in town, called here by tbe serious illness of Mrs. P. R. Bunker.
Maurice Pendleton end wife

are

receiv-

ing congratulations upon tbe. birth of a
ten and one-half pound daughter.
Rev. E. 8. Drew occupied the pulpit of
the Methodist church at Prospect Harbor
Sunday in exchange with Rev.JMr. Keyes.

!

The winter terms of school will comMonday, Dec. 7, with the following
teachers: Primary, Miss Evelyn Hail, of
Bucksport; intermediate. Miss Emma
Damon, of Deer Isle; high, Walter L.
Mason, of Bangor.
Nov. 30.
E.
mence

MARIA VILLE.

Thanksgiving recess from the University
Mr. Knights occupied the pulpit Sunday
wife, returned home Monday. Little Miss of Maine. He was
accompanied by a
forenoon and evening.
Edna, was heard in a reading and a solo friend.
at the Methodist church Sunday evening.
E. Q. Brimmer and wife were given a
A pleasant session of Elinee council
C. C. Hutchings, who has been ill sevThe friends of Dr. John Homer, of Newhouse-warming
Monday evening.
wis held
eral
called
Nov.
25.
Dr.
of
weeks,
Wednesday evening,
Simmons,
Bangor,
buryport, Mass., regret to learn of his One candidate was instructed in the in consultation with Dr’s.
Emery Morrison and Miss Mattie PerPhelps and
death. For several summers he and his
0TI8.
at the great
kins, of Bar Harbor, were married Saturmysteries of the order.
Small, the first of the week.
wife had spent part of their vacation in
Mias Tresaa Young closed ■ successful
day, Nov. 28, at Ellsworth Falls, by Rev. J.
Nov. 27.
O. W. Foss and wife had as guests to
C.
Mills guarantees this
town. The past summer the doctor was
H. Prigmore. Mr. Morrison has been a term of school at TUden Not. 25.
dinner Nov. 26 C. H. Abbott end wife, H.
not able to come. A shock was the imflour.
CLEAVES-WAKEFIELD.
resident
of
this
life-long
and
is
W. Johnson and wife, Frederic Johnson,
town,
Percy Grover Is borne from Bar Harbor,
mediate cause of his death.
One of the prettiest weddings occurred highly respected.
It is tested every half hour daysnd
Saturday evening he where he has held a floe position for sevReginald Johnson and Theodore Abbott.
at the residence of E. W. Cleaves and wife was given a
Nov. 30.
B.
serenade.
It
was
night by the most exacting sciennot eral seasons.
lively
The ladies’ aid society will hold a sale of
at noon, Nov. 24, when their
tific tests. This insures absoyoungest only a noisy one but brilliant, as sky
School began Not. 30 for the winter lute satisfaction in baking
WEST FRANKLIN.
aprons and fancy articles at town ball
daughter, Isabel Cole, was married to Dr. rockets were used, and the illumination
Dec.
10. In the evening the humorous
after
two
term,
weeks'
with
the
•I tkm lima.
vacation,
Schools closed Friday tqr a vacation of
Ralph Waldo Wakefield, of Bar Harbor.
was seen for miles around. The serenade™
same teacher.
farce, “The New Woman’s Reform Club,”
one week.
The parlor was prettily decorated with were hospitably received. Mr. Morrison
will be presented. The society is workMisses
Ella and Jane Grover, of
evergreens and potted plants, and the had a bountiful treat
8. S. Scammon is putting up a derrick at
prepared for them,
ing for a good cause, and it is hoped there bridal
his quarry.
party stood in the bay window. and an hour or so was pleasantly spent. Amherst, recently visited E. L. Grover
will be a liberal patronage.
and wife. Both tbeir cousins, Percy and
Rev. Stephen H. Green, of Bar
Harbor, All wish Mr. and Mrs. Morrison a long
Lena Collar has gone to Waterville to
Nov. 30.
C.
Harley, being at borne, with other guests
performed the ceremony, using the beau- and happy wedded life.
care for her sister.
tiful service of the Episcopal church, fhe
present, the visit was a most enjoyable one.
Nov. 30.
LAMOINE.
8.
Mrs. Eunice Cleaves has been the guest
bride wore a blue Rajah silk with lace,
Tbe recent snow brought out all tbe
The last of the weekly dances will be
of her sister, Mrs. Arimenta DeBeck.
and carried white chrysanthemums.
BIRCH HARBOR.
eager hunters from far and near, and most
held
in
the
town
halt
Thursday evening,
Walter Brndbury has sold his business !
Mrs. J. Franklin Anthony, an intinate
Miss Queen Cowperthwaite will go to of them were successful. They came from
Dec. 3.
in Dover and gone to New Mexico for his
friend of the bride, played the
ANSTED k
Bar Harbor this morning, for a few weeks. Boston, Bangor, Bar Harbor and all the
L«ohengrin
The drama, “Me and Otis," was given by
health.
wedding march. A reception followed j Frank
towns, but none got a shot at
surrounding
and
Truydy
wife, of Sorrento, tbe
Mr. Long and wife, of Bluebill, were | the grange last week. About $24 was re- the ceremony, after which a breakfast was
Sale at Your
big moose which came from the direcj spent Thanksgiving
ceived.
week with Mrs.
served to about thirty guests.
tion of Union river and was headed for
Trundy’s mother, Mrs. J. W. Pettee.
The ladies’aid society is making preparaBeech hill lake.
Mr. and Mrs, Cleaves were assisted
by i Mrs.
jfidritai.
Zida Lindsey, who baa spent the
tions for a sale and supper to be held in Mrs L. K. Storrs, of Jamaica
Among those who spent Thanksgiving
Plain, Mass.,
E. Lally, wife and son lUlpb,
the grange hall Wednesday evening, Dec. D. a sister of the
KLI>WOKT!' VALIA
bride, Mr. and Mrs. G. P. summer in Guilford, is visiting her daugh- away wye
ter, Mrs. Ned Rice, and otber relatives
The Jordan river school league will
give Cleaves, Mrs. Harry Copp. of Bar Harbor, here.
an entertainment Dec. 4.
Much interest Miss Annette Handy, Mrs Harvey Ray
Rev. G. M. Keyes, of Prospect Harbor,
has been manifested in the school enter- and other relatives.
Other out-of-town guests were Mrs. Jo- Bpoke to an appreciative audience here
tainments in other districts, and a good
anna Wakefield, Bar
attendance is hoped for.
Harbor; Mrs. George Sunday afternoon in exchange with Rev.
Nov. 30.
Noyes, Sullivan, and Miss Julia Guptill, E. S. Drew.
S.
Doan’s Kidney Pills Have Done
Goulds boro.
Mias Mildred Rice, of this village, and
The winter term of high school will
Great Service for People
aiauy pmiy presents were shown in one Thurlow
Young, of Gouldsboro, were
open Monday, Dee. 7, taught by S. A. Ass, room—cut
glass, silver, money gifts, table married by C. C. Larrabee, esq., on
Who Work in Ellsworth.
of Bates college.
and bed linen, needle work, and
many Thanksgiving eve.
Most Ellsworth people work every day
El wood King and wife spent Thanks- other gilts.
Nov. 30.
in some strained, unnatural
in
tow
n
Dr.
and
the
Mrs.
Waketieid left at 2 o’clock
guests of Mrs. King’s
position- giving
W.
amid
a
K.
shower
of rice and old shoes on a
Salisbury and wife.
bending constantly over a desk—riding on parents,
SORRENTO.
Mrs. Benjamin Young and Mrs. W. K. wedding trip. I'pon their return they
Charles W. Sargent and Warren Smith
jolting wagons or cars-doing laborious
will
reside
in
Bar Harbor.
will go to Bangor this week to
came home
Thursday bringing two moose
housework; lifting, reaching or pulling, Salisbury
When the mercury drops out of ight.an
Nov. 26.
attend the wedding of Mrs. Young’s
c.
and two deer, which they shot on No. 16.
or trying the back in a hundred and one
\..irm.y<>u
V
granddaughter, Miss Myrtle Young.
A summer resident has
you just can’t keep the house
BAB HARBOR.
employed a
other ways. All these strains tend to
Nov.
*
to ust *
at her own expense, to deliver mails
convenient
30._Spec.
man,
find
it
wonderfully
The nigbt boat has been taken off the
wear, weaken and
injure the kidneys, until
during the winter. Her kindness and
NORTH LAMOINE.
ferry route and the early morning 6.40
they fall behind in their work of filtering
are appreciated by all.
Harry Graves is ill, threatened with ty- trip made instead. Aii the transportation generosity
the poisons from the blood. Doan’s KidA large deer was recently tracked from
lines are now running on their winter
phoid fever.
Sullivan to Sorrento, where he visited sevney Pills cure sick kidneys, pnt new
Mina and Maud Brooks, of Ellsworth, | schedule, the Catherine having taken the |
! eral apple orchards, and returned toSnlliof the Morse on the Rockland
place
in
are visiting their
bad
backs.
Ellsworth
cures
Charles
strength
route,
grandparents,
I 'an. evading the several hunters who
the Penfaquid having started on her
Brown and wife.
wiuI
prove it.
wr
between the Ferry and Rockland, j were looking tor him.
Harry Page and wife and Miss Gussie | and the
Mrs. P. C. Carpenter, Washington St.,
other lines running on their win- i
r
(Equipped with Smokeless
Nov.»).__ Spec,
of Bangor, spent
Thanksgiving ter time-table. The
Ellsworth, Me., says: “I can speak in the Graves,
Samoset will probwith their parents.
NORTH
FRANK
UN.
It's very light—carry it shout—hw* •»'>
ably replace the Sappho for the remainder
highest terms of Doan’s Kidney Pills, as
la
The ladies’ aid society will have its of the winter.
Mrs. Laura Orcutt ia ill.
,
Turn the wick high or
room.
they have proven of the greatest benefit Christmas sale on Dec. 9, at the
asl tc
grange
smell.
Mrs. Charles
The Odd Fellows have decided to
Williams
smoke—no
visited her
dinger—no
in my family. M.v son often came home hall. A supper will be served. If
purstormy, chase the lot of land on
the corner of mother Nov. 27. During the afternoon
and gives nine hours oi
from work complaining of an aching back aale and supper will take place first pleasCottage and Kennebec streets, opposite and evening there were four generationa
cl
ant evening.
cozy contort at one filling
the site for the new
directly over his kidneys. I finally propost-office, and will represented, the oldest being Hitman
Nov. 30.
in
Y.
Finiahed
lent
braaa
build
it
at
an
box
of
Doan’s
cured a
upon
Kidney Pills at
early date. The lot is Burke, aged eighty-one years, of Union
in a central and convenient
nickel and japan. Every
TRENTON.
Moon’s drug store, and he took them as
location, and ville, who ia remarkably well preserved
is approximately
heater
feet equate. It is for one of his yean.
eighty
Davis
Leroy
the
reeult
he
and
that
spent Saturday night
directed with
was soon
understood that the Odd Fellows will
Nov. 30.
Spec.
with bia wife at Bar Harbor.
put
rid of his trouble. He has said to me Sunday
a
three
or
up
(our-story brick building
■"*
Doan’s Regulate care constipation without
Mila Gertrude Moore, of Ellsworth * it h all
the modern
more than once that Doan’s Kidney Pills
improvements, griping, nausea, nor any weakening effect.
Falla, spent a lew days last week with hei
ware the beat nzaady he ever tried.”
Ask your druggist for them. 29sente per box.
'■1 a* war k M
aunt, Mrs. Albert Jordan.
’t lire vaac ayaa. UM iayeavai caaCal
A Persenal Appeal.
-ddei.
Price GO cents.
Ml Unv. |Ua 4 Ivhl itAfl 4ikdt E«vv laaf wanaatM.
For sale by all dealers.
Nov. ■».
If we coaid talk to yon personally about the
Mat,
great merit of Foley’s HoneysadTkr Sr
Foster-Milbun Co., BuOalo, New York,
colds and lung trouble,
nrtabr.
Hats, onto mm mini
be «
coafb*’
you never
Guilty mt Couaterfoitlag.
could
be induced to experiment with
anknowa
■ois agents far the United States.
ocnnttrf,1‘“oeey is no worse than
preparations that may contain some harmful au bra
to
some
OIL
ting
unknown
COMPANY
STANDARD
Be member the name—Doan’s—and take
worthless remedy
drugs. Foley s Honey and Tar costa you no '«
•
Tar- the great cough
recor” ol ,or*J y®»r* of cures
H°f•?*«<•
’(taiaaiaraMO
ao other.
and *3*7
cold remedy
that cures the most obstinate
aa
0°A Vabcbbu
_

William

^TFot

Whitcomb, Haynes

Work Weakens The

-..

PERFECTION

s

Oil Heater

k

«Ji

Olor

_

~

warranted._/

JBapOLamp SJigASt

K

coughs and heals the lungs. G. A. Paecsee.

^Utonat

who baa baan teaching in Penobscot,
at home.

NEWS.

BOUNTY

County X—

Mr. McPheters, who baa not been here
for several Sundays, held services here

brookun.

Bnnday.

llerrick is vi.iting friend, in
gi8s F.va

Not.

li.orth.

,nd

in

Lewiston.

to

c.me home from Melp p, Herrick

„M«.. Saturday.
Cole
Jennie Cole and Dnvid

were

Miss Annette Robinson, who ia teaching
school in Belfast, spent Thanksgiving at
home.
John Holmes, of Belfast, was the guest
of Miss Nellie Phil brook several days last
week.
John McGlaughlin, who was quite seriously hurt last week, ia much more comfortable.
The fall term of the normal school closes
this week for two weeks’ vacation, A full
term is reported for the winter.
Mrs. C. E. McCluskey entertained a
number of her frienda on Thanksgiving
evening. A fine time is reported.
Arthur Patterson, who haa been spending a few daya with his parents here, re-

work.

turned to hia school in Orono this

Hiss Lettie Carter has closed her achool
It West Tremont, and ia at home for two
risks.
Mias Ads Herrick returned to Blnehill
Sunday to teach school after one week’e

home here.
Hiss Adele McFarland returned to Boeton tc-day, after spending several mouths
with her parents.
Mrs. Wellman Grant and children, of
Vest Brooklin, were guest* of Mrs. W. H.
Htrrick last week.
Mrs. Emma Kane and ton Earl, wbo
friends at North Sedg-

live been visiting
wick, are at home.

Chpt. O. W. Herrick and Lee H. Powers,
ol Dorchester, Mass., came Saturday on
hosiers* returning Monday.
H. M. Pease and wife and J. B. Babson
ind wife spent Thanksgiving with J. H.
Moore and wife at Deer Isle.

Stephen Cousins left for Washington, D.
C.. Monday. He will spend some time in
Massac husetts visiting friends.
Mrs. Mary Freetbey came home from
She
was
Salem. Mass., Wednesday.
iccompauied by her husband, H. E.
Free!hey, who has been yachting.
Use Femme.
Nov. 30.
BLI'EHHjL.
from Buck’s Har-

bor Nov. 29.
W»llace
town

Saunders, of Sedgwick,

in

Sunday.

Charles Wardwell has

plan'

was

near

bought the Green

the mountain.

Augustus P. Hinckley
Northeast Harbor Nov. 26.

returned

to

F. E. McGouldrick and wife were in
Bangor and Ellaworth last weeek.

j

Paul Wescott and
week in Portland.

Joseph

dime supper will be served at the
Congregational vestry Thursday, Dec. 3,
at 5.30.

Allen spent last

Miss Margaret Conner, of
visiting relatives here.

Ckstine,

is

Arthur P. Guilford came from Owl’s
Head to remain over Thanksgiving,
Leonard Coombs, of Bangor, is the guest
of Misses Eliza and Adele Wescott.
Miss Annie B. Conner left yesterday for
Penobscot to teach in the Herrick district.
Daniel Webster has returned from a
visit to his sons Roy and Harvey in Bangor.

Mrs. Helen Hatch, of Castine, recently
visited her parents, Fred F. Wardwell and
wife.
Mrs. Jennie Guilford, of South Penobscot, was the guest of Mrs. Florence Guilford last week.
Miss Hattie Dunbar resumes her school
to-day in the Dnnbar district, after
vacation of two weeks.

work
a

Mrs. Wilbert Ordway, who came from
Portland to spend the Thanksgiving recess, returned there Saturday.
Mrs. Ada Joyce, Miss Goldie Dnnbar
and tfer brother Eugene left Saturday to
spend the winter in Brockton, Mass.

itihctti&t mints.

Barnes and

wife,

Plymouth,

of

■The Mother
Should Watch

'»nd

two.

the first symptoms of peev-

at

ishness, fretfulness, inactivity of
the child give it True's Elixir.
It brings robust health and rosy
cheeks to weak little bodies.

i

John S. Tapley has gone to New London,
Conn., to join his brother James’ steamer.
His family is visiting in North Anson.

Miss Belle Bntler, who baa been teaching at North Castine, is home for a week

of Christmas

tier of barrels of oil
Nov. 30.

a

stockings, fancy work, home-made candy,
etc., Thursday, Dec. 10.
W. C. Conary and wife, of Bnckaport,
and Wilford Conary, of the U. of M. law
school, apent Thanksgiving with their
sister, lira. 1. W. Dow.

on

her

been used for nearly
years as the good old
remedy for old and young.

tsaxib mark

family

j^)

It expels worms quickly, promptly
and effectively,and relieves costiveness, bad stomach, feverishness
and headaches.
IsM tverywbere, 33c, 50c, 31.00
DR. J. f. TRUE A CO., Auburn, Me.

We

<>

Frank Bridges was in Bangor recently
eyes treated.
Edgar Parker, wife and son Harold, of
Bluehill, are in town visiting relatives.

promptly obtain

U. 3. and

Foreign

The school at Grindleville has been discontinued for the winter term, as but one
pupil remained after the removal of some
families from the neighborhood.
M.
Nov. 30.

Miss Edith Cloeson gave a party to a
few of her friends Saturday evening, it being the fifteenth anniversary of her birth.
Ail enjoyed themselves with music and
games. Refreshments were served.
B.
Nov. 30.

BLUEHILL/ FALLB.
Mrs. A. Friend ia better.

BASS HARBOR.

Brooks Gray is oat again, and at work
the Point.
Cecil Gray ia ont, after being confined to
the hoase about a week.

Miss Lida Murphy, who has been visiting friends here, has returned to her home
at Cape Elizabeth.
George Clark and Douglass Rictfcrdson
were borne from the University of Maine

at

Harry Conary is taking up hie lobster
traps. Lobsters are so scarce it does not

for the Thanksgiving recess.
Frances Murphy and Violet Gott, who
were home for
Thanksgiving, left this
morning for Hebron academy.

pay.
Schooner Vanguard sailed Nov. 28. The
schooner E. S. Wilson arrived Nov. 26 and
sailed Nov. 28 with Inmber for Btonington.
Nov. 30.
Cki;mbs.

Bend model, sketch or photo of invention for1<
free report on patentability. For free book,

^^TRADE-MARKS "ff*:

:

:j

j

were served.
Nov. 30.

Mrs.

of Penobscot, is
Pert.
Mr3. Frank Gray, of Brooklin, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Hattie Day.
Mrs. George Bickford, who has been
teaching in Brooklin, and MiBS Clara Day,

Emily Stetson,
keeping hoase for John

X. Y. Z.
_

INDIAN POINT.
Miss Esther Emery, teacher at West
spent Friday with Miss Villa
Boober.

Eden,

Liscomb and wife, of Schooner
Head, spent Sunday with John Abram
and wife.
The friends here of Asa Smith were
in
grieved to learn of his sudden death
Bar Harbor recently. He will be much
here.
missed as he was a frequent visitor
H.
Nov. 30.
Everett

Drop by drop the offensive discharge caused
by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back of the
cose iuto the
throat, setting up an inflammation that ia likely to mean Chronic Bronchitis.
The most
satisfactory remedy for Catarrh ia
Sly’S Cream Balm, and the relief that follows
even the first
application cannot be told in
wordB. Don't suffer a day longer from the

__

Itching, bleeding, protruding or blind piles
yield to Doan's Ointment. Chronic cases soon
relieved, finally cnred. Druggists all sell it.

discomlort of

Nasal Catarrh. Cream Balm is
sold by all druggists for 80 cents, or mailed by
Sly Broe., 88 Warren Btreet, New York.

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor those whc
worth
support and
HAVING
need assistance during the neat five

—

1

Adtl.

care

to

may

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. 1
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
M. J. Drummky.
house.
vears

Banking.

*120.

1*40

Eastern SteaosMp C«w

THE

TAKEN

*3.00.

TAKEN

Eied

1U

U(V.

8lan

George

WE,

MiBS Helen Dix gave a party Friday
evening. About twenty young people
were present. Games and music furnished
entertainment, and dainty refreshments

busi-

TAKEN

Commencing,

¥

>

<1

_

a

<

to have hia

week visited hia

SOUTH BLUEHILL.
L. H. Sibley, who has been on
ness trip to
Boston, is home.

ELIXIR
W has

deck-load.
Tomson.

daughter Albertina, who is again in the
Alfred and Albert Trundy have moved
general hospital at Bangor. Hia grandson the building which they purchased reMaurice accompanied him.
cently.

November 26,1209.

execution deled November 9.
Oct. 6, 1008.
1908, issued out of the eupreme Judicial
court for Hancock county on a judgment renBAB HARBOB TO BANGOR.
dered October 27, 1908. wherein Emma H.
AM
AM
PM
PM
Kingsley, of Eden, in said county, is plainBAR HARBOR......
10 40 0 40 0 15 tiff ann
C. Hodgkins, of Eden, is
Sorrento. 4 go. defendant Harry
(said Judgment being against all
Sullivan. 4 go. the real estate of Harry
C. Hodgkins, of Eden
Mt DesertFerry. 11 SO 6 90 10 06
aforesaid, and all the right, title and Interest
Weukee* 8 Fy. 11 07 5 27 10 12 which the said Harry C. Hodgkins had in and
Hancock...Ill 40 5 00 10 IS to any real estate situated in theoonntyof
Ho»<l.ill 48 15 39 10 25 Hancock, which was attached on the original
Waeb'gt’n June. 11 00 11*67 15 47 10 46 writ on the
day of March, a. d.
ELLSWORTH. 11 07 12 06 5 66 10 62 1907, in this twenty-fifth
suit), and will be sold at public
EliSworth Falls. 11 12 12*10 6 02 cIO 67 auction on
the 28th day of December,
Monday,
Nicolin. 111 25 12*28 16 15C1110 1908, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at the
Green Lake. 11 86 12*81
6 24 ell 18 otfioe of the sheriff at Ellsworth, in Hancock
Phillips Lake. Ill 42 12*38 16 81
all the right, title and interest, which
Holden. 11 go 12*46 6 89cll 84 county,
the said Harry C. Hodgkins had on March
BeewerJimc.
12 08
1 05
6 68 11 68 twenty-fifth, nineteen hundred and seven, at
BANQOR, MC. 12 16 1 10 7 06 11 68 six hoars and five mlnntes p. m., being the
PM
PM
AM
AM
time of attachment on the original writ in the
Portland.
4 60 5 40 12 60 4 50 salt in which said Judgment waa rendered in
Boston.| 766 906 580 826 and to certain real estate all situated In Lamoine, in Hancock county, and particularly
BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.
bounded and described ss follows, to wit:
pm
Beginning at the sooth west corner of land
a
I
at
Boston. 10 00
8 00 9 00 now or formerly of Martin Berry at the shore
and running north twenty-two degrees east
until it qomea to a Pond; thenoe westerly by
Portland.
1100
the short of said Pond a mil It comes to laud
AM
AM
PM
PM
BANGOR.
6 00 10 80 8 86 5 00 now or formerly owned by B. T. Smith;
Brewer June.
6 07 10 87 8 41
6 00 thence somberly on the line of said Smith
Holden. 16 29 10 69 14 00 15 25 until it comes to the shore: thence by the
Phillips Lake. 16 86 til 07 {4 06 15 32 shore to the first mentioned bound, containGreen Lake.
6 44 11 15 4 18 15 40 ing thirty-five acres, more or leu, together
Nicolin. 18 68 11 26 14 21 {5 49 with the buildings thereon.
Also one other piece or parcel of wood land
Ellsworth Falla.
7 06 11 40 4 84 0 02
ELLSWORTH.
7 18 11 47 4 89 0 08 undivided and in common with Alanson
Waah’et’n June.
7 26 11 67 4 46 16 14 Googlns or hia heirs or assigns, south place
Franklin Road. 17 88 12 06
6 22 contain twenty-five acres: beginning at a
Hancock. }7 41 12 15
6 80 stump on land now or formerly of Davidson
7 44 12 18. 8 8a Smith head line and southeast coiner of land
Wankea*. 8 Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.
7 60 12 26
6 40 now or formerly Samuel Gillpatrick lot and
8ull!van.
8 to.
thirty reds from southeast corner of B. W.
Sorrento.
Bragdon lot, runt first north three and one8 4ft 1 Oft.
BAR HARBOR
west to the line of land now or
8 40 1 40.
7 2ft half dear
formerly of Young and Coolldge; thence foland onelowing their line south
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.89 half degrees east to ths eighty-eight
corner ofland now or
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 1042 formerly of I. Gilpatrick; thence following
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
uid line south three and one-half degrees
east to line of land formerly owned by James
t Stops on signal to conductor,
Smith; thence following said line and said
c Stops to leave but not to take passengers
Davidson Smith south line to first mentioned
g Stops only to leave passengers from points bounds, the wood lot, containing forty-five
east of Washington Junction.
acres, more or less.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
Being the same premises conveyed by wartrains on Main Line, to ana from Portland, ranty deed from Fanny Gilpatrick to Asa
Boston and St John.
Hodgkins, dated Apiil 6, a. d. 1868 and recorded in the Hancock county registry of
Passengers are earnestly requestly to pro- deeds.
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Also another lot or parcel of land situated
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to in said town
especially
of Lamoine, bounded and deEllsworth.
scribed as follows, to wit:
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
Being one undivided half of a lot of land
owned in common, the whole lot bounded and
MORRIS M’DONALD,
described as follows, to wit: beginning at
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
the town r^d on the top of the Pond Hill, so
General office, Portland, Me.
called, on the line of Barnabas Hodgkins and
running north seven degrees east following
said Barnabas Hodgkins line to land formerly owned by Robert Berry and E. W.
Bragdon; tbence following said line westerly
eighteen rods to a cedar stake; thence sonth
teven degrees west parallel with said Barnabas Hodgkins line to the town road aforesaid;
thence following said road eighteen rods to
the first mentioned bound; containing twenty acres more or less, being the same premises
Mount Desert and Bluehill Division
io Asa Hodgkins by Thomas Hodgconveyed
SHERIFF’S SALE.
kins by warranty deed dated November 16,
1878, and recorded in the Hancock county
STATE OF MAINE.
FIRST CLASS FARE
registry of deeas.
County of Hancock as.—November 25,1908.
A small triangular parcel bounded on the
this
day on execution dated NoBetween Bar Harbor and Boston west by land of John Gilpatrick’s home lot
vember 4,1908, issued on a Judgment renand on the other two sides by the public road.
D&ted at Ellsworth, Maine, this twenty- dered by the supreme Judicial court for the
county of Hancock, at a term thereof begun
fifth day of November, 1908.
and held on the second Tuesday of October,
B. H. Mayo,
a. d. 1908, to wit: on the 27th day of October,
Sheriff.
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor at
a. d. 1908, in favor of Edward E. Chase, of
8 am, Monday and Thursday for Seal HarBluehill, in said county, against Addie F. Fiske
Northeast
Southwest
bor,
Harbor,
Harbor,
OF
STATE
MAINE.
and Allen A. Fiske, both now or formerly of
Brooklln, Sedgwick, l>cer Isle, Sargentvlll*',
Dark Harbor and Rockland, connecting with County op Hancock ss.:—November 25, 1908. said Bluehill, for the sum of four hundred
and
dollars and seven cents, debt
steamer for Boston.
this 25th day of November, 1908, on or twenty-six
damage, and fifty-six dollars and seventyexecution dated Oct 29, 1908, issued on a seven
cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at
Steamer leaves Bluehill at 8 a m, Mondays judgment rendered by the supreme judicial
public auction at the office of Edward E.
ar.d Thursdays for South Bluehill, Stonlngton, court, for the county of Hancock, at the term Chase, at said Bluehill, to the highest bidder,
West Tremont North Haven and Rockland, thereof begun and held on the second Tues- on the 26th day December, a. d. 1908, at ten
to
wit:
on
of
the
27th
October,
1908,
day o’clock in the forenoon, the following deday
connecting with steamer for Boston.
of October, 1908, in favor of Fred L. Mason, of scribed real estate
and all the right, title and
Ellsworth. Hancock county, State of Maine, interest which the said Addie F. Fiske and
RETURNING
of
MidSolon
Somerville,
Candage,
against
Allen A. Fiske have and had in and to the
dlesex County, Massachusetts, for -the sum of
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p.m, Mondays, twenty-five dollars, and will be sold at public same on the seventeenth day of June, a. d.
at ten o'clock in the forenoon, the time
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Frldsys for Rock- auction at tbe office of Fred L. Mason, esq., in 1905,
when the same was attached on the writ in the
land.
said Ellsworth, to the highest bidder, on the same
suit, to wit:
31st day of December, 1908. at 10 o’clock in the
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Leave Rockland at *.30 a m, or on arrival of
forenoon, the following described real estate, said Bluehill, commencing at Billings’ line on
steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday
title and interest which the the Eastern road
and all the
for Bar Harbor, Bluehill, aud Intermediate said Solon right,
leading from Bluehill to
Candage has or had in and to the Bucksport; thence by said road to land forlandings.
same on the 24th day of April, 1901, at 7 30
! merly owned by John Webster; thence by said
All freight, except live stock, via steamers of o’clock p. m., the time when the same was at- ! Webster’s land to corner of land owned by
in the same suit, to wit: said Webster; thence north
thlecompaLy, Is Insured against fire and ma- tached on! the writ
degrees west
four certain lots or parcels of land situated in to stake and stones on line forty
rine risk.
of land owned by
Hancock county.
and Samuel
Bluehill,
Maine,
Billings; thence by said Billings’ land
E. 8. .1. Morsk. Agent, Bar Harbor.
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
aforesaid
Eastern
to
road, containing fifteen
First Lot. Beginning at a stake and stone acres, more or
less; the premises described in
on tbe southwestern side of the road leading
a deed recorded in Hancock registry of deeds,
Susan:
Franklin Wood at the southwest bounds of vol
by
378.
281, page
For Peter’s appetite try baking powder Haskell W. Johnson lot; thence by said JohnA certain lot or parcel of land situated in
biscuits made of Gold Medal Flour. Maria. son’s lot 8. 55° W. 59 rods stake and stone;
said Bluehill, bounded and described as folthence N. 40° W. 7 rods and 14 links to Franklows, to wit:
Beginning at the northwest
lin Wood’s land: thence by said Wood’s land 8.
corner of the Bray lot so called, now owned
60° W. to Third Pond; thence southerly to IsNotitw.
said Fiske; thence No. 47° W. twenty rods
by
rael Johnson’s land; thence northeasterly by to
corner of Saulsbury lot; thence N.
said Johnson’s land to first bounds at the 43°original
E. two hundred rods to the Trundylot;
To the Honorable Board of County Cominisroad, excepting however 6 acres and 64 rods thence S. 43° E. twenty rods to said
missioners for the County of Hancock and sold
Bray lot;
to Luther Stover on which his buildings
thence S. 43° W. two hundred rods to the place
State of Maine.
now stand, containing 39 acres and 96 rods, beundersigned, Macomber Brothers, of ing the same premises -conveyed by Zelotns of beginning, containing twenty-five acres,
more or less, and being the southwest quarter
Franklin, in said county of Hancock, reClough to Joshua P. Candace by deed dat< d
spectfully petition to your Honorable Board August 24. 18-79, and recorded in Hancock of lot No. 16 as per plan of said Bluehill. The
described in a deed recorded in said
for permission at their own expense to raise
in
Book 428 premises in vol.
Maine Registry oi Deeds
421, page 872.
the bridge and grade of the county highway County
registry,
Page 309
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
leading across the waste way stream leading
Second Lot. Commencing on the north side said
Bluehill, and bounded and described as
from the mill pond of said Macomber Brothers' of the lane of Martin L. Stover that leads
to w'it: Beginning at the northern
mill cn Molasses Stream, so called, in the from hie house to the main
road, at the road, follows,
corner bounds of lots number fifty and fiftytown of EaBtbrook between Molasses Pond and
running 8. 49^9° W. 10Vj rods; thence N. two of the second division in said
town, and
and Scammon's Pond, so called, so that when 33° W.
5 rods; thence S. 61° W. 15^ rods;
completed the flooring of the bridge shall be thence southerly 7 rods; thence 8. 61° W. to running north 48° west 65 rods; thence north
to number fifty of the
87° east 168 rods
not exceeding three feet above its present
Third Pend; thence by 6airi Pond westerly to third division of up
lots in t-aid town; thence
level and to grade the approaches at each end Franklin Wood’s
land; thence easterly by south 4v° east, fifty rods; thence south 37°
of such raised bridge in suitable, safe, and lands of said Woods and Haskell W.
Johnson
proper manner to meet its changed condition, to main road; thence by said road S. 33° E. west, 168 rods up to the first mentioned bounds
and containing fifty acres, more or less.
all for the purpose of enabling your petition131? rods to first bound, being same premises
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
ers to drive logs and wood in a sluice passing
to Joshua P. Cundage by Martin L. said
Bluehill, and bounded and described as
under said bridge which is now too low lor conveyed
and
redeed
dated
Stover
19,
1864,
April
by
to wit: Beginning at the northwest
Macomber Bros.
follows,
such purpose.
con ed in book 428, page 310, of said registiy
corner of land owned by Samuel Billings;
Dated this 10th day of October, A. D. 1908.
of deeds.
thence on said Billings’ line easterly to land
STATE OF MAINE.
Third Lot. Beginning at a cedar stake on owned
by W. B. Thompson; thence by said
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commis- the northeast corner (land on the north occu- Thompson’s line noitherly to land formerly
by P. Mason, on the east b7 Thomas owned by Levi B. Thompson; thence on said
sioners, October Term, A. D. 1908,
5°
E.
thence
8.
thence
8.
rods;
Commisord);
28$
84$°
Upon the foregoing petition the
Levi B. Thompson’s land northwesterly to
sioners being satisfied that the petitioners are W.25 rods to a cedar tree; thence N. 7° W. 88 land owned by Allen Fiske; thence on said
29 rods to first bounds,
responsible, that an inquiry into the merits rods; thence 8. 72$° E.
Fiske’s line to first mentioned bound, and
or
more
same
less;
acres,
being
is expedient, and that the petitioners ought containing 5$
acres, more or less.
to Joshna P. Candage by containing twenty-five
to be heard touching the matter set forth in
premises
conveyed
Said lot being a part of lot No. 16, of the
their petition; order that the County Com- Win. Johnson by deed dated Jan. 12, 186*, second division of lots of said Bluehill. The
in
book
of
said
and
428,
811,
page
missioners meet on the premises on Monday
recorded!
premises described in a deed recorded in said
registry of deeds.
the 28th day of Decemoer A. D. 1908, at Id
Ui|
V&lObi
Fourth Lot. Lot No. 23, Sec. 1 according to
o'clock A. M., and thence proceed to view the
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
so
made
of
Beech
Hill
called,
immediby
park,
route mentioned in said petition,
said Bluehill, and bounded and described as
C. Clapp and recorded in said Registry of
ately alter which view, a bearing of the
follows, to wit: North by land formerly of L.
21.
parties and witnesses will be had at some con- Deeds in Plan Book No. 3, Page H.
B. Thompson; east by land of Lionel Howard ;
Bybon
Mato,
venient place in the vicinity, and such othei
southerly by the Tolman and Perkins lots, so
Sheriff.
measures taken in the premises as the Comcalled; west by land of 8. B. Billings, it being
And it is
missioneis shall judge proper.
one-eighth o. the lot No. 16 of the second difarther
vision of lots, according to the plan of the
Bankrupt’s Petition Tor Discharge.
town of Bluehill, and being the premises deIn
the
matter
of
aforeof
Commissioners’
the
meeting
purpose
scribed in a deed recorded in said registry, in
George
8.
I
In
and
Hooper,
Bankruptcy.
said be given to all persons
corporations
vol. 363, page 306.
I
Bankrupt,
interested by serving an attested copy of the
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dis- said
the
order
ana
this
thereon,
petition
upon
Bluehill, bounded and described as folof
the
District
Court
the
United
States
for
a
like
Clerk of the Town of fiastbrock,
It being a lot of land formerly
to wit:
copy
lows,
trict of Maine.
upon Macomber Bros., Petitioners, and by
owned by S. P Brown and Putman Ingalls, and
b. hooper, or Sullivan, in
in
as
aforesaid
attested
copies
up
called the Saulsbury land; bounded
posting
formerly
and
State
the
of
Hancock
said
town
county
three public places in
thirty days
north and east by a land formerly owned by
said district, respectfully
at least before the time appointed for said of Maine, in
Levi Townsend: south by the land of John 8.
view, and by publishing tbe petition and order represents, that on the 27th day of Apiil, Treworgy; west by the land of 8. P. Billings,
was
under
he
1907.
in
the
Ellsduly
bankrupt
adjudged
thereon, three weeks successively
containing
twenty-five acres, more or less, and
Congress relating to bank- being the lot
worth American, a newspaper published at the Acts of
referred to in a deed iccorded in
Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock, the first ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered all his said regi-try, in vol. 371, page 351
and
has
and
of
at
least
before
rights
fully
property,
property
publication to be thirty days
A certain lot or parcel of laud situated in
the time of said view, that all persons and complied with all the requirements of said said Bluehill, and bounded as
follows, to wit:
corporations interested may attend and be acts and of the orders of court touching bis On north by laud of the late Daniel Trewbeard if they think fit.
bankruptcy.
on the east by land formerly owned by
orgy;
Wherefore he prays that he may be deAttest:— John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
M. K. Chase and Mrs. Reuben Parker; on the
A true copy of the petition and order thereon. creed by the court to have a full discharge south by lot No. 84, and on the
west by laud
from all debts provable against his estate
Attest: -John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
owned by John Stetson; and is the
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts formerly
eastern third of lot No. 54 of the third dias are excepted by law from such discharge.
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
vision of lots cn the plan of said Bluehill.
Dated this 18th day of April, a. d. 1908.
A certain lot or
Hancock ss:
Ellsworth, Nov. 18. J908.
parcel of land situated In
Gb-ORGR 8. Hooper,
said Bluehill, and bounded and described as
tbe undersigned, having been duly
Bankrupt.
Edward
E.
follows, to wit: Beginning at the northwestappointed by the Honorable
Order of Notice Thereon.
Chase, Judge of probate within and for said
erly corner of land owned by John 8. Treworgy : thence on line of said Treworgy’s land
county, commissioners to receive and decide District op Mains bs.
upon the claims of the ere :itQrs of the estate
northwesterly 60 rods to land of 8. B. Billthis
28th
of
a. d. 1908, on
On
November,
day
of Daniel H. Eppes, late of Ellsworth, in said
ings; thence on line of said Billings land
'he foregoirg petition, it is—
county, deceased, whose estate has been reading
southewesterly 95 rods to land of Charles E.
the court, that a hearing be
by
Ordered
represented insolvent, hereby give public bad upon the same on the 18th day of Billings; thence by line of said Charles E.
land southeasterly 60 rods to land of
notice agreeably to the order of said judge
d.
1908, befoie said court Billings’
December, a.
of probate, that six months from and afier
John 8. Treworgy; thence northeasterly by
in
said
Portland,
district, at ten said
November 4. lv08, have been allowed to said at
Treworgy’s laud 95 rods to place of bein
and
that
noo’clock
the
forenoon;
creditors to present and prove their claims,
thereof be publishtd in the Ellsworth ginning, containing 36 acres, more or less.
and that we will attend to the duty assigned tice
Bluehill, November 26,1908.
in Ells- American, a newspaper printed in said disus at the office of Fred L. Mason,
John E. Webster,
and that all know'u creditors, and other
trict
worth, Hancock county, Maine, on Thursday,
Deputy Sheriff.
at
in interest., may appear
the said
Dec. 10,19(8, on Thursday. Dec 24. 1908. and on
me and place, and ►how cause, if any they
the
at
ten
of
o’clock
iu
Tuesday, May 4, 1909,
said
the
of
should
have,
why
prayer
petitioner
tbe forenoon of eaoh of said days.
subscriber, Mary Bradford Crowinnot be granted.
Chari.ks w. Mason,
shield, of Seal Harbor, Mt. Desert, in
And it is further ordered by the court, that
A. W. Curtis,
the county of Hancock, and State of Maine,
the
shall
send
mail
to
all
known
clerk
r»y
Commissioners.
creditors copies of said petition and this or- hereby gives notice that she has been duly appointed executrix of the last will and testahereby gives notice that der. addressed to them at their places of resi- ment of
rpHKhesubscriber
has been duly appointed adminis- dence as stated.
X
A.
SCHUYLER CROWNIN8HIELLD, late
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
trator of the estate of
said Court, and the seal thereof,
of MT. DESERT,
KALPH W. TEMPLE, late of GOULDSBORO, Judge of the
at Portland, in aaid district, or the 28th day1 of
in the county of Hancock aforesaid, df censed,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and November, a. d. 1908.
no
bonds
All
il
being required by the tern
persons
given bonds as the law directs.
Jambs E. Hiwiy, Clerk.
[L. 8.]
will. All persons having demands m
r*
us
having demands against the estate of said
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
estate
of
said
:<■ p e ./i.o
deceased
are
desired
deceased are ccdired to present tbe same for
E.
Atteflt:— James
Hbwby, Clerk.
the same for settlement, and all
u
cVt-d
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are rethereto are requested tomakepaym u; in.it.equested to make payment immediately.
Maby B. CEOwwinsaiECD.
Bedford E. Tracy.
diately.
Nov. 15, 1908.
Winter Harbor, November 12,1906.
on

legal
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WEST BROOKUN.

m.:

Itgal Wotte*.
To the Honorable, the Court of County Commissioners for tho County of Haneook amt
BUte of Maine, next to be hold Bn at Ellsworth, in and for said County, on the Second
Tuesday of October, A. D. JM.
undersigned, responsible persons and
owners of real estate In the vicinity of
the Conaty Road or highway loading front
Eastbrook to Franklin, in said Connty of
Hancock, reapeotfnlly represents that by reason of a change made some years sgo in Urn
location of the bridge across the stream running from Molasses Pond to Scammon’s Pond,
so called, in said town of Eastbrook, the travelling public has been using and now uses,
chiefly, a way in fact across ths said stream as
or near Macomber Brothers' saw* mill, in a
slightly different location upon the face of
the earth from that originally laid out by this
Honorable Court; that public convenience
and travel do not require or make desirable
any County highway along that portion of
said County road heretofore laid out between
the point on the easterly side of said stream
where the newly conetructed way in fact diverges from the County highwa> as originally
laid to the point on the westerly side of the
•aid stream where said newly constructed
way in fact again Joint said County highway
as originally laid out.
WHEREFORE, your petitioners pray that
an alteration in said County Road be made
by
your Honorable Court by dlecontinuing so
much of said County Road ae originally laid
out as is included between the two points
hereinabove mentioned on the easterly and
westerly sides of said stream respectively,
and esUblishing as a part of said County Road
the newly constructed way now chiefly need
in fact between said two potato.
B. F. Baxtlutt and Four others.
STATB OF MAINB.
Hancock ss.:—Court of County Commissioners, October Term, A. D. ISM.
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being satisfied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
Inquiry into tho
merits is expedient, and that the petitioners
ought to be heard touching tho matter set
forth in their petition; order that the County
Commissioners meet on the premises on
Monday, the Mth day of December, A. D.
A.
ISM, at 11 o'clock
M., and thenoo
proceed to view the route mentioned in
said petition immediately
after
which
view, a hearing of tho parties and witnesses will be bad at tome convenient place
in the vicinity, and inch other measures
taken in the premises as the Commissioners
shall Judge proper. And it is further
Ordered—That notice of the time, place and
purpose of the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
interested by serving an attested copy of the
petition and this order thereon, upon the
Clerk of the Town of Eastbrook, a like copy
F. Bartlett, one of the petiupon E.
tioners, and by posting up attested copies as
aforesaid in three public places in said town
thirty daysfor atsaidleast before the time
view, and by pubappointed
lishing the petition and order thereon,
three weeks successively in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in the County of Hancock, the first
publication to be thirty days at least before
the time of said view, that all persons and
corporations interested may attend and be
heard if they think fit.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
A true copy of tbe petition and order thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

THE

Mr. Curtis, a student of the Bangi r
theological seminary, preached in the
Congregational church Sunday morning.
Capt. George H. Tapley returned Friday
Mrs. E. E. Chase and danghtar Virginia
from Rockland where be spent Thankswent to Orono last week to visit Miaa
giving. He reports a pleasant trip and
Minnie Chase, a senior at U. of M.
meeting many old friends.
Mrs. Donald McKay, of New York,
Schooner Nelson Y. McFarland, Capt,
closed her cottages here November 25.
William Perkins, arrived Friday from
She and her family expect to sail for
Boston via Portland, bringing the largest
Italy in December.
cargo of general merchandise that has
The Baptist sewing circle will have a been
brought in this season. She brought
Friends here of Capt. Cole extend congratulations to him on hia recent marriage
to Judith Cole, of Bedgwick.

W. M. Howard last

son

moved in.

A

and sale

SHERIFF’S SALK.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock

BKOOKSVILLE.

Mass., are guests of Mrs. Barnes’ aunt,
Mrs. Mary Wasson.
George M. Farnham is quite ill. His
son Ivan and wife ere with him, having
come over from Bluehill last week.

legal Motto*

ether pa

NORTH CASTINE.

Merton Woodard, of Princeton, Mass
has rented the Bert Wescott house and

Forreat B. Snow, of the U. of M. law
school, spent the Thanksgiving recess at
borne.

ten-cent sapper

too

_

WEST

The town acbools opened Monday, Nov.
SO, tnr a abort winter term.

or

additional County Non a,

_

Will Nutter, principal of BlnehUl acadspent Thanksgiving vacation at

home

far

G.
Nov. 30.
Mrs. William G. Conner was in Sandy
The steamer destine made a special trip Point a few daya last week to visit her sishere from Belfast Thursday afternoon ter, Mrs. Joseph Grant, who is very ill.
with the •members of Tarratine tribe of
The school in the Emerson district
Red Men, who were given a cordial recep- closed
Wednesday, after a profitable term
tion by Peniagoet tribe of Castine. The taught by Miss Carrie
Witbam, of this
conand
warriors’
degreea*were
adoption
place.
ferred by the degree team of Tarratine
Dana Hall, of Brockton, Mass., has contribe. After the degree work, supper was
tracted with Edward West for all the lumserved in the banquet room of Emerber on his place and has a crew of men
son hall, and then came the dance which
cutting it for his mill.
was a very pretty afteir.
Walter Ordway is in HaverhiU, Mass.,
where he was called by the serious illness
SEDGWICK.
of his little daughter Olive, who is visitOOLE-COLE.
ing there with her mother. The latest reA pretty wedding took place at the home
port was favorable for her recovery.
of Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Cole, Wednesday
Nov. 30.
L.
evening at half past seven, when their
was
married
to
Judith
Lara
NORTH SEDGWICK.
daughter
Capt. Andrew Newton Cole, of Bluehill.
School opens to-day for the winter term.
was
amid
a
The ceremony
performed
Miss Lilia McIntyre teacher*
bower of evergreens and holly berries
John and Ella Thurston spent Thankswas
decowith which the parlor
tastefully
with Eugene Clapp and family.
rated. Rev. A. B. Carter, of West Brook- giving
Miss Inez Page, who teaches at No. 9,
lin, t fBciated, the ring service being used.
Addison G. Sargent, of Boston, was best opened her school for the winter term this
man, and Miss Susie E. Cole, sister of the morning.
Johh Thurston loaded the schooner
bride, was bridesmaid. Master Paul Raymond Smith, aged four years, was ring- Anne C. Stuart with lumber for Southbearer, and Misses Ruth and Katharine west Harbor last week.
Sargent, Elizabeth Husband and Mary L.
John E. Orcutt and Miss Marion F. CarParis were ribbon girls. The wedding ter were married Nov. 23, by Rev. R. L.
march was played by Mrs. L. D. Eaton.
Olds, of Eluehill. Their many friends
After the ceremony and congratulations, wish them a long and happy life.
deliiuouB refreshments were served. The
Mrs. H. J. Allen left here Wednesday
evening wassp ent with music and social
morning to visit in Amesbury, Mass.,
chat. The bride was the recipient of many
Little River, Conn., and Carthage, N. Y.,
beautiful and useful gifts. Capt. and Mrs.
after which she will spend the rest of the
Cole will reside at "The Maples” during
wintef in Howedale, Idaho. Her friends
the winter. They have the best wishes of
here aie sorry to have her leave. She will
their many friends.
be greatly missed.
H.
Nov. 30.
Rae.
Nov. 30.

,my,

was

morn-

ing.

nation.

Ilow

few days at

a

The Devereux Coal Co. is discharging
coal at its dock here.

Rockland

I. \V

Mrs. Lewis Staples has gone to Bangor
visit friends.

J. M. Vogell ia spending
bis camp in Orland.

I*81 week.
who has been employed
Charles iilake,
Harvard, ia at home.
D steamer
of Hargentville, ia
Miss Bert ha Turner,
ol Mra. Alice Herrick.
I, guest
went to Boston
MiM Martha Stanley
her aiatere end brother,
londay to visit
Allen ia visiting her aont,
jliss Edith
la BargentvUle.
(rl Charles Bsbson,
waa la town
Frank Staples, of Rockland,
week with hie family.
few days last
of Btonington, viaChpt. Charles Flye,
Mrs. B. O. Dollard, Sunday.
„d hl< sister,
John Whitmore, of Honolnlu, was the
and wife last
aest of A. E. Farnsworth
rsek.
Ned Pease and Wallace Kane have gone
oPassadumkeag to go into the woods to
I

26._D.
CAHTINE.

her huaE. Lurvey is vi.iting
Jin. E.

COUNTY NEWS.

are
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is what your money will
Invested in shares of the

earn

if

fconli Loan anil Baildipg Ass’d.
A
Is

now

NfiW SERIES

open. Shares, SI each; monthly pay
menu, 81 per share.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce if every month? Monthly
payments t.nu Interest together
wifi amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For
A.

particulars Inquire of

O. W. Taplry, Sec’y,
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.

W. Kino, President.

Sergons

THE

..

Subscribe for The American
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thk lumber harvest.
Must

Use Forests Conservatively
Walt Death of Iadoatry.

wasteful, Mr
“All lumbermen
from it,” suya B. B. Kellogg, sselatent forester in the United States forest service,
in speaking ebont tbs progress of leantry
in this country. “Just the contrary is
true in many cases, and the number of
are

We Hand Back Your Cash.
25% of Our Patrons’ Purchase Money

dustry.
“Vast stretches of territory have been
made barren through, us we think now,
the careless snd almost rritual methods of
lumbermen. Practically
old-time
the
every section of the country bean scars
left after he had skinned the land and
left whet remained open to the ravages
of Are. The waste in the wood was terrific; the mill waste wes almost at serious
In many oases the percentage of the tree
that was aent to the market In the
form of lumber was so small that I would
be ashamed to mention the Ague. It woe
considerably lees than halt.
“All this, however, was more the fault
of conditions than of the individual lumbermen. While tome of them wen without doubt an necessarily wasteful, the ma-

early appreciate the
advantages of the cash sales slips which we issue
from our new cash register, we have decided to give'

REBATE VALUE ON
a 25 per cent.
SOME ONE DAY DURING THE WEEK
BEGINING DEC. 7.
No one knows jnst what day of the week will be
25 pet cent rebate day; we don’t even know it our
selves, but we assure you it will be chosen fairly and
Then on Tuesday, Dec. 15, the 25 per
them

impartially.

cent Rebate

nounced,

Day

and all

week will be

previous
patrons holding

of the

cash sales

jority operated

an-

slips of

lucky date will receive
IN CASH on presentation of said slips at our store.
If it is worth while to YOU to make 75 cents do a
dollar’s fall duty, be sure you trade here during this
Special Rebate period. We guarantee you shall
the

have MORE than ordinary value for yoxir money
anyway, and 25 per cent. Rebate besides, if y*u
happen to buy on the lucky Rebate Day. Could
you ask for

more

ROY C. HAINES,
With

a

30-32 Main Street.

brimming full of Christmas ideas in Furniture,
Furnishings, etc. Practical gifts, modestly priced.

store

France
MBA-CM*
BOOT

In All

Styles

cFjm?Ewrr/f(mwfirfEtm£s
La France Shoes shown at this store
have style—as the makers have faithfully
followed thevery latest models originated
by the exclusive custom boot makers of
Paris and New York.
La France Shoes are comfortable and
serviceable
as the choicest and finest
leathers have been selected with the
utmo& care, and have then been made
up La France way.
La France Shoes for women are so
soft and so perfectly modelled that they
yield to the slightest motion of the foot,
thus offering no resistance and mniring
die greatest possible comfort
—

The comfort (meed in thn
can

Von do

know how eaay

nor

saved nearly all our land from
devastation by fire. It is coming up well
in second growth, of which we do not cut
any.
‘The question of taxation is a very
serious one. Timberland has been assessed
and taxed so high that the owners have
been compelled to cot it off and could not
hold it. Our recent law permits some concession on thirty acres of land only to one
owner where kept in
growing timber. If
have

I

way

an

a new a hoc can

led till

mortdwi i. Ik.

growing
owner* would not be
oi

I—

MORANG,

ELLSWORTH,

His Name was Alexander.
Acre was a chap who kept a store,
And, though there might be grander,
He sold things cheap, nor asked for more—
■is

name was

Alexander.

MAINE.

I

| perfectly

■e had a girl. One day she came.
Then lovingly he scanned her.

Ift-

of

of

a

diameter of

them

considerably higher now
than the fallen tree is long. Over the
trunk of the petrified monster they throw
a welcome shade to tbe birds which
gather
for miles

around to sit

during the

beat of the

on

the

stony trunk

day.

Huge Petrification.
What is probably tbe largest example of
petrification has recently come to atten-

This tree is a considerable distance from
Arizona petrified forest, and is one of
the wonders of the great desert state. It
is considered quite probable by miners
who have seen the tree that its interior
portions are practically solid agate, as are
those of
the other petrified trees of
Arizona, bnt no one has been ventnresome enough to cut into the great, natural,
paleontological bridge to find out.

tion in Arizona. It consists of a trunk of a
tree, with branch stubs still intact, which
has fallen across the head of a considerable caryon and there “turned to stone”.
The huge roots of the fallen monarch
rim to a height of eight or ten feet at one
and, while the upper extremity of the
trunk is buried in the soft formation of
the land in which it grew. Tbe trunk is
man than fifty feet long and spans a canyon at least forty feet wide. It forms a

Hiram What in tarnation did that
dura clerk mean by givin’ us this here
kind of a room? Guess he thinks country
folks don’t require privacy. Samantha—
W hy, what’s tbe matter now, Hi? Hiram—
Hatter? Can’t you see there ain’t no
other door a-leadin’ to that there bath
room, an’ natchurally any gueat that
wants a bath has got to walk through
our room!

JHaeeked Aar nssMsks change her

name—

"Oa. yse,” she said, with smiling lip,
ft

bridge

I from five feet to two at tbe smaller end.
Trees of considerable size have grown np
around it from tbe bed of the canyon,
some

■e mixed his goods with conning hand—
■e was a skillful brander,
And, since his sugar was half sand.
They called him Alex-Sander.

solid

“K lews he laimmsvllr!”
AaA sa they framed« partnership
And called H Ales-aad-her.
A

iimoer

were

lower,
compelled to cat It
•o rapidly.
Bo fer we have not aacceeded
in any legislation for the prevention of
forest fires that amounts to auything. It
the Are can be kept out and taxation reduced, with Judicious cutting there is no
reason why Pennsylvania should not have
timber sufficient for all time.’
Statements like these,” continued the
forester, *• show that practical men of the
lumber industry at present are different
from the old-timers who went into the
forest, slashed sway to their heart’s content, and told the world that the timber
resources of the United States were inexhaustible. Although a
considerable
proportion of our future supply will
come from National and State
forests, the
great bulk of our timberlsnd is in private
hands, and much of the lumber used by
the next generation will come from it.
While there are unquestionably short
years ahead for us, we can eventually produce all the timber we really need if we
go at it in the right fashion. This Pennsylvania Arm is on the right track, and
many other timberlsnd owners will introduce similar methods of conservation and
wise utilisation a* soon as conditions become such that they can afford to do so.”

ft

C.

[With apologies to “Baron Mauchaasea."]
of Baa FranEdsrud B. Haywood,
cisco’s barristers, haa bean a close student
of Mtaral history, and has sooeeeded In
gathering some aery Interesting informaing regarding the birds of tbe sir, the
beasts of tbe land, the Babes of the sea.
incidentally, ha has been able to collect a
tew snake statistics, says tbe Ban FrencisciaooCsU
“I once knew a case,” mid Mr. Hayroond to some listeners, “wherein s snake
displayed not only an annsoal amount of
affection bat s great deal of courage. It
appears that some yeera ago a professor of nstnral history from an eastern university was seat to tbe southern part of
Yucatan to investigate tbe snakes of that
aection. I might state that be was a very
humane man, and frequently displayed it.
“One afternoon while walking over a
desert thinking of little but the time be
would arrive at camp, be heard a peculiar
sound that seemed to come from under a
pUa of rocks. Ha made an investigation,
and was rewarded by the discovery of a
mastodon rattlesnake, which be was on
tbe point of dispatching so sa to put it
oat of miasry, ss tbe rocks had so fallen
that a portion of tbe snake’s body was
mangled and torn. In the matter of taking the reptile’s life be hesitated, owing
to the pathetic and pleading expression
in the wounded creature's eyas. It quite
unnerved him, sa he rolled tbs rocks off
and awaited results in the shape of vary
one

The next day he left Yucatan for Guatemala and was gone over Are years.
“On his return to Yucatan he again bad
occasion to pass over the desert, and
greatly to his surprise, encountered tbe
same reptile a few miles from where the
previous incident occurred. Tbe recognition was mutual, and the Joyful rattler
coiled about bis lag, licked his band with
a friendly tongue, and showed marked
and industrious appreciation. When the
professor took np his march again the
snake toliowed him and even insisted upon getting into the wagon and becoming a

“

WALTHAM.
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Min Alio. Clough, of Ellsworth Falla,
it visiting relatives hare.

—r

life"

Mrs. Mary Haslem and daughter, Mn.
Ida Jordan, visited relatives in Ellsworth

Monday.
The pie sociable at the hall Bet onlay
evening was well attended, and a floe time
is reported.
Edward Jordan and family, of Elisworth, an with Mr. Jordan’s parents,
Arvill Jordan and wits, for the winter.
Visiton in town the past week were Aldan Morse and wife, Bar Harbor; Charles
Allen and wife, Mrs. Mary Dickey, Hall’s
Cove; Minerva Jordan, Ellsworth; Charles
Ashe and wife, Ernst brook; Ella Archer,
Amherst.
The work of patting the steel ceiling in
the church is completed, and the workmen have returned home.
There was a
deficiency of flflfl.M in the fand, which
wss made by H. H., B. F., Herman, Hollia
and W. B. Jordan, Aldan and Milton Haslent.
The following Undents ware horns for
Thanksgiving: Mias Marion Jordan,
Vernon Haslem, Pittsfield; Harvey Jordan, Uaivenity of Mains; Miss Beanie
Jordan, Bock sport ssminsry; Harvard
Haslem, Bangor business college, and Oilman

vnsxr^j
••Twyamnageourm^i

wrltMt
ntfWBtk WM taken down with scuto
few. Ha took cold with it,
ctcad of the eruptions
coming to
curfkca they affected his
lunga ito
stomach. For week* we
watched to
Ms bedside, hardly
expecting him to
Uts from ome hoar to the next.

Dec. L

H.
_

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
John Carroll is at work at Isles ford.
John Walls and son Bui are hams from
R. Helena lor a vacation.

Mrs. John Young and Mn. Robert Uolt
visited their sister at Salisbury Cove last
week.

Guy Robinson is st home from Bangor,
where be has been working the past two
months.

"One day, while at the drug
store,my
husband saw a Peruna almanac and
brought It home. We read in it a pep
fact description of hie case and wa
thought wo woald try Pcruna. Wa

Mrs. Mary Lnrvsy baa gone to Camden,
spend the winter with her brother,
Howard QU ley.
to

bought a bottle, quit everything alia,
and began giving him Peruna.

Miss Cbarloue Gilley will leave to-day
for Lawrence, Mia, to visit bar aunt,
Mitildia Bagrat t.
and

"By the time two-thirds of the bottle
naad the eongfc had almost gona.

waa

Laura

spent Saturday night and
Mrs. Mabel Tinker.

i

\

"Finally he became a little better iri 1
tgae able to aitap. Then he
commeneed
to cough, and la spite of
everything*!
could do h* seemed to get worse all
the
time. His coughing spells would
Iml
oatll he waa completely
exhausted,and
his longs hart him a great deal. Even,
’
he
had
body thought
consumption.

Mrs. A. H. Coggins spent hut week with
her daughter, Mrs. Robie Norwood, Jr.

Mamie Gil Patrick

1

Zdm
Zj

Jordan, Elis worth.

Tracey
Sunday with

After he had taken two bottles he wn

perfectly cored. He has not seenasick
day since and is a hearty, healthy boy,
"We shall always praise Peruna, lot
It aa*ed oar boy's life.’’
Mnrt-n-lln the Ideal Laxative,

j

_

alao Beam a pe>grace, ihiprlaaB and
other way.
Bay a pair ci La France ahoca at thia note and
ham why they are animal fawmea
among the beat
rhctaed woman at America.
to the foot—Wrohag in
J®c*
bnaatv which
ha canned in

COUNTY NEWS.

Grateful Rattleaaake Showed
Its Appreciation.

_

FOR WOMEN
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Charles Rea, a student at the University
of Maine, spent the Thanksgiving recess
regular occupant.”
ne
nave
Northeast Harbor with
always pursued a con“Look bare, Edward, ain’t yon going a here and at
servative course in lumbering, taking little too far with that
yarn?” Inquired a friends.
care of our timber and striving to
Mrs. Charles Young, who haa been at Ask your Druggist for it Free Peruan
keep ineuu.
Almanac for 1901*.
out the tire. Any timber that blows
“Not as far u the snake is going. To the Eastern Maine general hospital at
down or sbould be burned we gather up
to
have
an
abscess
removed
back
east
and
had
from
be
Bangor
Anally got
continue,
at once, and always, so lar as possible,
..eg tier to
tor a traveling companion the snake, her arm, is now at home much improved home, the physician- th. r.
all trees struck by lightning.
take a course of medicinca:
:ue insteed
which was allowed to wander at will. As in health.
We manufacture with thin saws, a natural
o( undergoing a surgical
ration.
Nov. 30.
Spec.
consequence the professor and
band and gangs. We strive to do our bis dumb
Noe. 30.
N.
companion became the best of
DEER ISLE.
work as well as anybody can and take
chums, and it was a common thing to see
NOBTHEAST
HARBOR.
Mrs. Mark Pickering, who has been
pride in the fact that tore can furnish any- the naturalist walking out in the road
Mra. Klein Reed visited Mr. li-ed's sisthing in white oak, white pine or hem- with the snake gliding along beside him. seriously ill several weeks, is much imter at Bomesvill* reecntly
lock, that any firm can east of the Bocky
“Well—now here comes the real point of proved.
mountains, and at any time. We make the story- one night after the professor
The Rebetahs had an entertainment
The ladies' aid society will hold its1
all our lath from the slabs and
edgings, had retired and left the snake down stairs annual sale and supper at its rooms in the and dance Thanks.: wng ere.
making about six and a half millions a in the dining-room, be was suddenly chspel Dee. 15.
A aerie# of mactings has been held in
year. The balance of the hemlock slabs awakened
by the crash of glass followed j Thanksgiving was passed pleasantly Union church the past week.
and edgings, after taking out the
lath, by the falling of a heavy body. He rose here, with an
Kimball
James Butler has moved to t
unusually large number of
we load up and send to the
pulpwood up in l>is bed only to bear a groan and the
family gatherings.
cottage, where he is caretaker.
mill—about 6,000 cords per year.
crushing of bones. In a flash he bounded
1
Fred Sylvester, who recently returned
The deer hunter- have returned, some
Our shingles are made from broken
into bis dressing gown and repaired to the
from the Maine general hospital, has been with two deer and some w ith none.
pieces, forks and hollow butts, about six room whence came the sounds of strife.
quite ill since coming home.
million per year. We also gather up the
taster Smith and family -i nt Thanks“Imagine his horror on striking a light
Thomas Cole and Miss Elsie Weymouth giving with his sister, Mr-. 1 «. Bartlett.
tops and breaks and limbs of the hemlock to see bis pet snake coiled around a man’s
and hardwood timber left in the slashMra. Linnic Stanley, who i- m Portland
bleeding body, which it had lashed to the were united in marriage Thanksgiving
ings, using all but the oak, hickory and stove and was hugging violently. On the evening, Rev. C. W. Robinson officiating. for mediaal treatment, semi- encouraging
and
send
that
to
the
mills—
chestnut,
pulp
Alfred Joyce and wife, of Atlantic, who ! letter* about her condition.
floor was a burglar’s dark lantern and kit
about 5,000 cords of 100 cubic feet each, of
tools, while the snake, showing great have been spending a week at Dr. Small's,
Rev. Mr. Hargrove has b en quite ill lor
This
the
refuse in
per year.
gathers up
presence of mind, had his tail out of the left Monday for Portland, where they will the past few days. Mrs. Hargrove has
the forest so well that there is little fuel window—’’
spend the winter.
also bean ill, bnt is moch unproved.
to make a destructive forest fire.
“What for?” inquired a listener, in
William Webb, a former Deer laic
Capt.
Ansel Manchester, who has been very
man
in
our
“Every
employ for the past breathless excitement.
mackerel fisherman, well known in his
his
Ul, has so far improved aa to go with
thirty yean has had positive orders when
“Why, rattling for a policeman, of day, died at Knightsville Nov. 14, aged
will
he sees a smoke start on our land or
family to Waterville, where they
any- course.”
about seventy-five year*. He leave* n
one’s to drop his work at once and go
spend th* winter.
widow and
Btwo sistere-Mi*. Beth F.
Nov.
To Cut Paper Cost.
pot that fire ont. If be hasn’t help sufficia.___
of Deer Isle, and Mrs. Thomas F.
ent enough to do it, be is instructed to
Scientists are deeply interested in what Hatch,
i
VI
LI-1
of Portland.
BROOKS
send to the office and we will give him is believed to be a means of manufactur- Small,
Nov. 30.
Reg.
Mias Rose Bowden is failing.
men enough to put it ont.
In this way we ing paper from ground wood, in which

Home

(

4

as

matter of the closer utilisation of the
tree. Better work in the woods, redaction
of mill waste and protection of Umber
holdings from fire ere going a .long way
towards conserving our forest resources.
Do not think from this that ail of the
old-time practices have ceased, or that all
who are cutting our forests are planting
foreetery—not all, nor maybe the majority, but the number is increasing, for
the wide-awake men are learning that
conservative lumbering pays. A progressive Pennsylvania
firm manufacturing
lumber, lath and shingles outlines its
policy as lollows:

?

Successor to C- R. Foster.

How

economically as they
were able to and still make a profit. Lumber was cheap, and many times only the
beet grades could be sold. Things have
been changing during the last few years,
however, for the timber supply is dwindling and prices of forest products an ris- pronounced gratitude.
ing to a point that permits a fuller Utilisa“The delighted and thankful creature
tion of timber.
wriggled over to him and rabbed bis lag
“Waste has been reduced because condi- with a grateful air that was bound to last.
tions now make it profitable to aae much Tbe
pro lessor was moved by this exhibiof the stuff that was formerly left in tion, and, having some cotton in bis
woods. Improved saw mill machinery is valise, be bound up the wounded port and
also playing an important part in the left the snake as comfortable as could be.

25 per cent, rebate

a

in the

men

shall

public

not

lumber industry awakening to
the necessity of conserving the country’s
forest resources is increasing such day.
Progressive lumbermen realise that they
must adopt conservative methods or live
to watch the slow death of their great in-

to be Returned!

Read How!
In order that the

or

STORY.

the

A London city man recently wrote to a
lawyer in another town, asking for information touching the standing of a per-

had owed the Londoner a considerable sum of money for a long time.
“What property baa he that I could attach?” was one of the questions asked.
The lawyer’s reply was to the point. “The
person to whom you refer,” he wrote,
“died a year ago. He ha* left nothing
subject to attachment except a widow.”
son

^

who

the waste of mills can be used. If successful. the plan will eliminate the cost of
wood specially cut for the manufacture of
paper pulp. The pitch and resin which
have heretofore interfered with tns use of
wood of this character is overcome in the
new process by so treating the pulp that
these substances pass off in vapor and the
fibre is recovered by subjecting the mass
to a system of pressing.
tub

very mucn increased cost of paper
baa led many newspapers to increase their price or report to the alternative of decreasing their siae, baa
aronaed experts to • study of means to
reduce the cost of paper foundation.
Experiments now in program indicate
that the ayatem of uaing mill easts can ha
made a enceam. and that it will materially
decream the price of paper by lessening
the cost of the wood from which the fibre
ia produced. A plant ia now ia operation
in Vancouver and ia mid to have proved a
aocceae.
While the operations have up to
this time been limited, the plan contemplatea the aaeembling of the waste from a
large number of local mills. Thia wood is
placed in a clipping machine, which reduces it to shavings, and these pass up a
flume to a digester. Thia ia acopper-lined
circular reservoir, perhaps twelve feet in
diameter. Ailed with a solution of caustic
eoda. This mass is cooked until the cellulose IS thoroughly released, and then removed to a draining floor.
After the eoda has been separated from
the pulp aa much as possible, the material
is taken to a beating machine where It is
cut and washed dean. Prom the heating
machine the pulp goes to a refining engine
and is then ready for manufacture.
It is estimated t hat an area half aa large
as the state of Bhode Island is yearly
stripped of spruce to make wood pulp, and
that 3.500,000 cords of pulp wood are need
yearly. The euoeoaaful uae of the waste
of mills would probably reduce thia by at
least one-fourth.
which

Nearly all the great geniuses lived and
died poor, but don’t run away with the
idea that poverty is a sign of genius. As
the late Josh Billings remarked: "It is
often a sign of natural-born laziness.”

Miaa Mas Carter is visiting in Durham.
«
Mias Ethel Sanborn spent last week

TREMONT.
Mrs. C. H. Norwood spent Thanksgiving with Mr*. Emma Bmallidge.
Mrs. Viola Webber, of Rockland, la visiting her father, George B. Galley.
The ladies’aid sewing circle met with
Hr*. Levi C. Rich Wednesday afternoon.
George Billings and wife spent Thursday with their daughter, Mr*. Harold

North Bloehill, the guest ol Nathaniel
Bowden end wile.
»»
Charles Yontmao, ol Eaat Rluehill,
boardat South Brooksville and

employed
log at Stillman Kench'a.

from

Mra. E. H. Herrick is at homo
visiting
Winterport, when ahe has been
her daughter, Mra. Fnd Lilt letleld.
Ebeo
Bentley O. Qriodle ia employed by
'■
carpenter work.

Holmes.

Sidney Wallses and family spent Hinckley doing
Thanksgiving with Mrs. Wallace’s parents, Hinckley la having extensive repairs
Chpt. Winfield Sprague and wife.
on hi* house.

Chpt.
one

A. J. Banker’s house caught Are
day this weak. The inmates had quite

scare, but assistance was soon at hand
and the fire was extinguished.
Nov. 37.
Kn.

a

“T

n

ill.

numerous

A. B. Leech has moved boms from Ston-

|

ington.
A. E. Chamberlain and family will
to Btonington this week.

f
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A Help**

H.

m

BEAL COVE.
Mrs. W. J. Harper and ton Beth were
in Ellsworth and Bangor on business last
week.

relapses).

The Keeley Cure in Portland,
r
is opened dav and night to weiv
pllcants for treatment._

move

Unwood Leach and Mias Tlllia Marks,
both of this place, were married Wednesday evening at the home of the bride,
Bev. Mr. Don ham, of Burry, officiating.
Their many friends wish them much bapNov. B>.

9

Caring of Drunkard*

Krc!'V2-

Charles Miller cum home last week.

j

Z_

through the Dr. Leslie L
<*
tern is ao well and so V*r?>a,l«"Uy
tabltehed br their work* that t
h
£
no competitors in the fl*nt
ot tnel
long eluce retired because

BAHT BLUEH1LL.
Leon Weecott

--^
•

j

mane

Nov.».
■'

|

Health

i9fA
W. Wplasr, Ms, 8apt a6, F.
*r
■W* hareuaed the true L.
«»**
for
Utters in our family

woo4?

Owen Lnrvey, wife and children, of Bar
Harbor, spent Thanksgiving with Mrs.
Lorvey’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bobbins. "—*■
Schooner Manna Edwards, Chpt. E. P.
Sawyer, stone laden, from Franklin for
New York, is in the harbor. Chpt. SawErery householdshooH hand.
d
Bitters on
yer spent Sunday with his family at Booth- "L. F. Atwood's
west Harbor. Mate Charles B. Sawyer, of
the Edwards, is visiting his mother, Mrs.
hi
these organs to proceed wit
C. O. Sawyer.
Mrs. Ansel Harper, of Center, who
a r
last week went to the Maine general-boa- the “L. F.” Atwood’s Bitters are
j
mr
pital, Portland, for treatment, is expected liable remedy. SBc. at druggists.
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